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SERIES 8 CNC Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 
The SERIES 8 CNC is complete CNC package.  The CNC is made up of a motion control card, 
servo amplifiers and or frequency converters.  Additional common items are input and output 
boards, a personal computer, touchscreen monitor,  
 

SERIES 8 Common Components 

Device SIEB & MEYER 
Model Name Description 

Motion Control Card MC84, MC82 

The main processor for the CNC, this card 
utilizes the Motorola ColdFire processor, and can 
be supplied with 2, 4, or 8MB of RAM, as well as 
256KB of non-volatile memory, and 1 MB of 
flash memory.  The motion control card 
communicates with a host PC via an Ethernet 
interface. 

Servo Amplifiers / 
Frequency Converters 

84 Series, SD2, 
FC80 

SIEB & MEYER amplifiers incorporate a digital 
interface.  Tuning parameters of the amplifiers 
are accessed via the CNC or SIEB & MEYER 
drivemasterII software. 

Input and Output 
Boards  

Various I/O configurations are available to 
interface with the machine.  Both sourcing and 
sinking analog and digital signals are supported. 

Industrial PC  
Allows the operator to easily back up and select a 
program.  Easy file transfer using Microsoft 
Windows. 

Touchscreen Monitor  

A touchscreen monitor that can stand up to the 
industries challenging environment.  The operator 
can monitor the status of the machine and get real 
time diagnostic feedback. 
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Control Operations - Basic 

Starting the System 
To start the system, press the front panel pushbutton labeled "CONTROL ON".  Pressing this 
starts power to the control system, and initiates the following sequence: 
 

1. The PC loads the Windows software 
2. Immediately after windows is loaded, the SERIES8.EXE file is executed, which start the 

PC part of the SERIES 8 software 
3. The primary CNC software is then downloaded from the PC to the MC84 board 
4. Parameter files for the machine are loaded 
5. The machine interface program (PMI) is compiled and copied to the MC84 board 
6. The total CNC software begins execution 

Turning Off the System 
When turning off the CNC system, it is important that the software be properly shut down before 
removing power.  Pressing the pushbutton labeled "CONTROL OFF" initiates the power down 
sequence. There is also a power off command in the SYSTEM pull-down menu. 
 
In order to shut the system down, the servos must be off.  When the CONTROL OFF request is 
made, there is an 'Are you sure?' prompt which must be acknowledged prior to the system 
beginning its shut down sequence.  Once the control power is off, then it is OK to disconnect 
main machine power. 
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Display Layout 

 

Pull Down 
Menu 

 
 
 

Pull Down Menu  
Most control commands are initiated from the pull-down menu at the top of the screen.  These 
can be accessed via touch (on systems with touch screen), or using the cursor with a mouse or 
trackball.  Menu commands can vary by specific machine, and by the active password level.  The 
typical main menu is shown below: 
 
Touching the screen in the area of any of these words displays menu options for specific 
commands. 

Window 1 Display Area (upper left) 
The Window 1 area typically shows the current axis positions. 
 
Other typical displays in this window include: 
 

• spindle status information 
• servo status information 
• auxiliary axis information 

Window 1 

Window 2 

Function Keys 

Program Block Display Status System Message Fault 

Window 3 / 
Extended 
Operator 
Panel

Main  
Operator 
Panel 
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Pressing the F2 function key cycles through available displays in the Window 1 display area.  
The display can also be changed by 'double-clicking' this window. 

Operator Panel Area (upper right) 
The operator panel area contains touch keys for machine operation.  This window contains the 
primary operator function keys; additional keys are available in Window 4 (lower right), which 
can be accessed by pressing the F5 (Extended Operator Panel) softkey. 

Window 2 Display Area (lower left) 
The specific display in the Window 2 area can be configured for different machine applications, 
but typically contains part program and cycle information.  The initial display for this window is 
called the "production page": 
 

Production Page 
Program The name of the currently selected part program. 
Subroutine If a subroutine is executing, this displays the name of the active subroutine. 
Device Device name from where the program was selected (e.g. “C:”) 
Power is On Timer that indicates how long the CNC has been powered on 
Running Jobs Timer that indicates how much time the CNC has been running a program 
Cycle Start Timer that indicates how long the current program has been running 
Operator ID Text area for operator ID information 
Machine ID Text area for machine ID information 

 
In addition, there are three lines for text messages that can be displayed from the PMI program. 
 
Other typical displays in this window include: 
 

• part program blocks 
• fault messages 
• digital inputs 

 
Pressing the F3 function key cycles through available displays in the Window 2 display area.  
The display can also be changed by 'double-clicking' this window. 
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Window 3 Display Area (lower right) 
The specific display in the Window 3 area can be configured for different machine applications, 
but typically contains information regarding the modal status of certain part program codes. 
 

Program Page 
Text Description 

IPM (or MMPM) Current vector feedrate of any axes in motion 
FRO Feedrate override 
RPM Current spindle speed 
SSO Spindle speed override 
F Current programmed F-code (feedrate) 
N Current programmed N-code (block label) 
R Current programmed R-code 
CRC Current tool radius used for cutter compensation 
S Current programmed S-code (spindle speed) 
Tool Current programmed T-code (tool number) 
D  (upper right 
area) Current programmed D-code (tool offset) 

E Current programmed E-code (fixture offset) 
U (lower left area) Current programmed clearance position for Z-axis 
D Current programmed rout depth for Z-axis 
F Current programmed infeed rate for Z plunge moves 
G00 G40 
G17 G90 
G70 G94 

Current status of G-codes in modal groups 

 
Other typical displays in this window include: 
 

• digital outputs 
 
Pressing the F4 function key cycles through available displays in the Window 3 display area.  
The display can also be changed by 'double-clicking' this window. 
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Function Keys (F1- F12) 
The 12 function keys across the bottom of the display are defined as follows: 
 

Function Keys 
Text Description 

F1 HELP Displays the current release version of SERIES 8 CNC software 
F2 Change Window 1 Changes the display of window 1 area to the next display option. 
F3 Change Window 2 Changes the display of window 2 area to the next display option. 
F4 Change Window 3 Changes the display of window 3 area to the next display option. 

F5 Extended Op. Panel 
Changes the window 3 area to show the extended operator panel 
softkeys.  Pressing it a second time will revert back to the normal 
window 3 display. 

F6 User Defined 
F7 User Defined 
F8 User Defined 
F9 User Defined 

F10 User Defined 

F11 User Defined 
F12 User Defined 
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Status Line 
The status line at the bottom of the display contains the following elements. 
 

Status Line 
Text Description 

Program Block Display 
Shows the currently executing part program block.  Touching the 
screen in this area displays the part program block display page (in 
Window 2) 

Status Shows current status of axes 'IN POSITION" 

System Message 

Contains one of the following messages: 
• EMERGENCY STOP (servos are off) 
• FEEDHOLD(axis motion halted) 
• FRO = 0(feedrate override is set to zero) 

Faults 
Contains the text "FAULT" is there is a new message shown on the 
faults page display (Window 2 area).  Touching the screen in this 
are displays the faults page 
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Control Operations - Detail 

The SERIES 8 is a touch-screen based system, allowing most operations to be done directly on 
the screen.  In cases where data entry is required, a touch keyboard is displayed on the screen. If 
a keyboard and mouse are available, it is possible to use touch keys or keyboard keys 
interchangeably. 
 
In the menu descriptions shown below, all of the possible commands are described even though 
some may not be present on certain systems due to password level settings or machine 
functionality. 
 

Main Menu 
Many operator commands are performed by using a pull-down menu.  The main menu appears at 
the top of the screen.  The menu choices vary depending on the operator's password level and the 
menu configuration of the specific machine.  Here is a typical main menu: 
 

 
 
To select a menu, either click on the text for that menu header, or hold down the Alt key on the 
keyboard and press the key corresponding to the first leader of the menu header (i.e., Alt-C for 
the Configure menu, Alt-O for the Offsets menu, etc.).  Alt-S activates the SEARCH menu, Alt-
Y activates the SYSTEM menu. 

System Menu 

 
 
The system menus interact with Windows functions.  Typically, these functions require that 
servos be off in order to function. 

Show Desktop  
This displays the Windows desktop, yet maintain the SERIES 8 CNC software executing, 
allowing the operator to perform other Windows operations.  Normally, this requires servos to be 
off, but this requirement can be over-ridden in the SERIES 8 INI file. 

Exit to Windows  
This halts execution of the SERIES 8 software and shows the Windows desktop.  To restart the 
SERIES 8 software, it is necessary to double-click the SERIES 8 icon on the desktop. 
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Turn off Computer  
 
This initiates the Windows shut down sequence to turn off the computer in a proper sequence.  
This same function is generally available on most systems with a CONTROL OFF pushbutton on 
the operator panel. 

Configure Menu  

 
 
This menu allows changes to the Operator and Machine Identifiers, current password level, 
passwords, timers, and the format of the main menu and displays. 

Operator ID  
This command allows changing of the operator identifier.  The operator identifier is displayed on 
the production panel and stored in certain log files.  To change the operator identifier, use the 
keyboard to enter a new identifier. 

Machine ID 
The machine identifier is displayed on the production panel and stored in certain log files.  To 
change the machine identifier, use the keyboard to enter a new identifier. 
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Change Level 

 
 
The SERIES 8 supports four levels of operator control.  At each increasing password level, more 
commands are available to the user.  The password levels from lowest to highest are as follows: 
 

• Operator (default on power up) 
• Supervisor 
• Maintenance 
• OEM* 

 
* OEM level is reserved for the machine tool builder, and this level should not be 
used on a regular basis as it allows changing of basic machine parameters which 

could cause damage to the system. 
 
The password level determines which commands are available.  At power up, the system is 
always at the operator level.  Changing the password level is handled differently depending on 
whether the new level is higher or lower than the current level: 
 
Changing to a lower password level.  When the change level command is pressed, a command 
window is displayed showing all password levels below the current level, as well as the 
command "password".  To move to a lower level, simply press the name of the level to be made 
active. 
 
Changing to a higher password level.  When the change level command is pressed, a command 
window is displayed showing the command "password".  Pressing the password command 
displays a touch keyboard, and the password for the desired level can be entered. 
 
To change the password level, use the keyboard to enter the password for the new level.   
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Note:  If the Enter key is press without entering a password, the password level is 
set to Operator (the lowest password level, with the least number of commands). 

 
Inherent in the password is the level that is associated with it: 
 

• Supervisor passwords must start with an "S" 
• Maintenance passwords must start with an "M" 
• OEM passwords must start with an "O" 
• (There is no password for Operator level) 

Change Password 
To change the password for a given password level, a higher password level must already be 
selected (i.e., at Maintenance level, the passwords for the Supervisor or Maintenance levels).  
The first letter of the password must match the password level: S for Supervisor, M for 
maintenance, and O for OEM. 
 
Password must be from 6 to 8 characters long, and the first character must match the password 
level associated with that password.  From any given level, the password for that level and for 
any lower levels may be set. 
  
Pressing the change password key causes the touch keyboard to display.  The password must be 
entered twice exactly the same for the password to be changed. 

Clear Timers 

 
 
This command clears any or all of the timers on the Production panel.  Selecting any timer on 
this menu sets that timer's current value to zero. 
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Configure Main Menu 

 
 
This command allows configuration of system commands:  The following capabilities are 
provided: 
 

• Password level access can be assigned to all commands; commands may also be defined 
as 'not available' at any password level. 

• Location of commands within the pull-down menu can be changed. 
• Commands may be assigned to the F6 through F12 function keys. 

 
The configuration page lists the top-level pull-down commands on the left.  All commands are 
color-coded by the password level currently assigned to them: 
 
 Green  Operator 
 Blue  Supervisor 
 Black  Maintenance 
 Red  OEM 
 Magenta not used 
 
With the cursor on a specific top-level menu command, the next column shows the complete list 
of commands possible in that pull-down.  These commands are color coded also with the 
password level associated with the command.  Moving the cursor to the right (into the column 
with the displayed commands), allows access to changing the password level for these 
commands. 
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For some commands, there is a third tier available which displays in a third column when the 
cursor is placed on a command that supports additional commands. 
 
Positioning the cursor to a specific command, and then pressing the key on the bottom of the 
screen that corresponds to a password level sets the command to that password level. 
 
With the cursor positioned on a command, it is also possible to assign this command to a 
function key (F6-F12) by pressing the appropriate key on the right-hand side of the display.  The 
key shows in green when it is assigned to a command: 
 

Note:  With this function, assign a function key to a specific command.  The text 
displayed on the function key is not automatics however, and must be defined in 

the "NEXTEXT.ENG" file. 
 

Configure Main Menu 
Button Description 

 

Moves the cursor up one position 

 

Moves the cursor down one position 

 

Moves the cursor left one position 

 

Moves the cursor right one position 

 

Moves the command at the current cursor position down one row in the 
menu.  Keyboard shortcut “Alt + S”. 
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Configure Main Menu 
Button Description 

 

The menu or menu entry at the cursor is accessible to all password levels. 
Keyboard shortcut “Alt + 0” 

 

The menu or menu entry at the cursor is accessible to Supervisor or higher 
password levels. Keyboard shortcut “Alt + 1” 

 

The menu or menu entry at the cursor is accessible to Maintenance or higher 
password levels.  Keyboard shortcut “Alt + 2” 

 

The menu or menu entry at the cursor is accessible to OEM or higher 
password levels.   

 

The menu or menu entry at the cursor is inaccessible to all password levels.  
Keyboard shortcut “Alt + 4” 

 

Exit and save the changes made. The changes are automatically saved to the 
hard disk in a setup file and are restored every time software is loaded.  
Keyboard shortcut “Esc” 

F6-F12 
User-definable keys. Any of the pull-down menu commands may be 
configured to execute in 'short-cut' fashion by being assigned to one of these 
keys. 
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Configure Display 

 
 
This page allows the user to change the display system as follows: 
 

• Specify the password level required to access any of the display panels.    To do this, 
touch the line which describes the display (or click on it with the mouse).  Then press the 
corresponding key on the bottom of the screen to set the desired level. 

• Change the order of displays within a window.  To do this, touch and hold the line which 
describes the display and move it up or down within the window (may also be dragged 
with a mouse). 

• Move a display to any of the three display windows.  To do this, touch line to be moved, 
and drag it to the new window. 

 
Note:  Certain display lines default to "not used" and only appear when a specific 

command is executed, such as "PMI variable debug".  Changing the password 
level of these has no effect, nor changing their order in a display.  It is possible 

however, to move these displays to a different window. 
 

Configure Display 
Button Description 
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Configure Display 
Button Description 

 

The display entry at the cursor is accessible to all password levels. Keyboard 
shortcut “Alt + 0” 

 

The display entry at the cursor is accessible to Supervisor or higher password 
levels. Keyboard shortcut “Alt + 1” 

 

The display entry at the cursor is accessible to Maintenance or higher 
password levels.  Keyboard shortcut “Alt + 2” 

 

The display entry at the cursor is accessible to OEM or higher password 
levels.   

 

The display entry at the cursor is inaccessible to all password levels.  
Keyboard shortcut “Alt + 4” 

 

Exit and save the changes made. The changes are automatically saved to the 
hard disk in a setup file and are restored every time software is loaded.  
Keyboard shortcut “Esc” 

Offsets Menu 

 
 
This menu allows access to the Tool Offset. 
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Tool offsets 
 
On this page, the operator can modify the tool length and diameter offsets. 
 

 
 

Tool / Cycle Offsets 
Button Description 

 

Enter the tool offset you want to see; it will be displayed and 
selected.  Keyboard shortcut “#” 

 

Sets the length offset for the selected tool to the current Z axis 
position. Keyboard shortcut “Z” 

 

Clears the selected cell value.  Keyboard shortcut “Delete” 
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Tool / Cycle Offsets 
Button Description 

 

Selects the cell below the current cell.  If the cell is the in the 
bottom row of a column the top cell in the next column is selected.  
Keyboard shortcut “Enter”  

 
Up to 200 tool offsets may be defined. Tool offsets are activated by programming a D-code. 
 
 Example: 

 D5 ; activate tool offset number 5 

In many applications, if a D-code is not specified with a new tool code, the system defaults to 
assigning the D-code the same as the T-code. 
 
Example: 

 T4 ; selects tool 4 and activates tool offset number 4 

Fixture offsets 

 
 

Tool / Cycle Offsets 
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Button Description 

 

Enter the tool offset you want to see; it will be displayed and 
selected.  Keyboard shortcut “#” 

 

Sets the length offset for the selected tool to the current Z axis 
position. Keyboard shortcut “Z” 

 

Clears the selected cell value.  Keyboard shortcut “Deletee” 

 

Selects the cell below the current cell.  If the cell is the in the 
bottom row of a column the top cell in the next column is selected.  
Keyboard shortcut “Enter”  

 

Jump to fixture offset 1 

 

Return to previous set of 10 fixture offsets. 

 

Advance to nest set of 10 fixture offsets. 

 

Jump to fixture offset 50 

 

On systems with this feature implemented, this allows a remote 
device to capture position of the axes and assign it to the current 
fixture. 
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Files Menu 
This menu allows for the manipulation of files. 
 

 

Delete 
A Windows dialog box is shown, after selecting a file, the selected filename is shown along with 
a prompt "Are you sure?".  If "OK" is selected, the file is deleted.  If "Cancel" is selected, the file 
is not deleted. 
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Edit 
Use to edit any text file on the CNC. 
 

 
 
Pressing the “Change Keys” softkey to display a QWERTY keyboard and common symbols 
used in SERIES 8 CNC programming. 
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Pressing the “New File” softkey opens a Windows dialog box to open an existing text file.   
 

Opening a new text file will close the current text file without saving any changes. 

Backup 

 
 
The SERIES 8 software provides an easy way to create a backup of all the CNC files.  The 
default storage location is the C: drive, in the \BACKUP folder.  The destination drive can be 
changed by clicking on the down arrow in the drive window, and selecting another device.  The 
folder may be changed by clicking on the "Backup Folder" window and entering in a new name 
(a keyboard will appear when the window is selected.) 
 
By default, the backup utility will save both the system files and part program files, as indicated 
by the checkmarks on these settings.  Either item can be unchecked to reduce storage 
requirements if the entire backup is not needed. 
 
In the backup folder, other folders will be created to store files by their use within the SERIES 8: 
 

Backup Folders 
Folder Name Description 
APP   user APP files 
OEMAPP  OEM supplied APP files 
DEFAULT  default files  
PMI  PMI files 
SERIES8  Executive files, library files, and the INI file 
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Copy Files 

 
 
The copy file utility is an easy way for the operator to select files to copy either from one 
location to another.  The left column “Source Device” is the location of the original files.  The 
center column is the list of files to be copied.  The right column is the “Destination Device”, this 
specifies the folder where the copied files will be placed. 
 
The default selection is “Copy in” which places the d: drive (typically USB flash drive) as the 
source device and c: (CNC’s hard disk) as the destination device.  Copying in files from a flash 
drive to the CNC.  “Copy out” sets the source device as c: (CNC hard disk) and the destination 
device to the d: (USB flash drive).  Copying out file from the CNC to a flash drive. 

Update APP Files 
APP files are subroutines that can be called from the part program.  There are two main types of 
APP file subroutines: 
 

APP File Types 
File Type Description 

Canned 
Cycles 

Certain M and G codes may be defined as canned cycles, which perform various 
functions based on parameters passed to the cycle from the program.  Most 
common of these cycles are the drilling cycles (G81-G89) for machining centers. 
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APP File Types 
File Type Description 

Subroutines 

These are part program routines that are saved in separate files and may be called 
up from the part program using the "CLS" block.  Subroutines may also be 
included with conversational programming files to create a 'fill-in-the-blank' for of 
data entry for setting the subroutine parameters. 

 
APP files are stored on the PC hard disk in directories identified by the SERIES8.INI file.  These 
files are automatically copied from the hard disk to the motion control card during initial load of 
the SERIES 8 software.  
 
The Update APP Files command provides a way to copy the APP files to the motion control card 
after the SERIES 8 software is already running.  This is helpful when writing and testing new 
APP files to avoid having to restart the entire system. 
 
In order to update APP files, there must not be a part program selected.  Use deselect program 
from the Program menu to deselect any current program.  Then execute Update APP Files to 
copy the new files to the motion control card.  A progress bar for the copy is shown.  This may 
take several seconds depending on the amount and size of the APP files for the machine. 
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Program Menu 
This menu allows for the creation, selection, and drawing of a part program.  The parameters 
controlling how a part program is run can also be modified. 
 

 
 

Select Program 
Select a file, which becomes the active part program.  When CYCLE START is pressed, part 
blocks are read from this file and executed. 

De-select Program 
After making this menu selection, no part program is active.  A new part program must be 
selected to be able to run any program 
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MDI 
Manual Data Input (MDI) allows entering of a single block of information. When this command 
is executed, the Window 2 display shows the available part program codes, and Window 3 
provides data entry touch keys. Data may also be entered directly from a keyboard. 
 

 
 
As a block is being 'built' by entering data, it is displayed on the lower line of Window 2. 
 
The block may be created in one of these ways: 
 

1. Touch the letter code in Window 2, and then type in the value for that code. 
2. Type the letter code desired (the cursor in Window 2 moves to the correct display), and 

then enter the value for that code. 
3. Touch the lower line in the Window 2 area and the cursor blinks on this line; then type in 

the block directly from the keyboard. 
 
After the block information has been entered, press the Execute softkey to run the programmed 
block. 
 

Status Page 
These pages let the operator examine and modify parameters. The Program Status page is 
standard and available on all systems. Other pages within this section are controlled by the PMI 
program and vary depending on the application. 
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PROGRAM STATUS 
 

 
 
This page allows the operator to change the parameters that control how part programs are 
executed and interpreted. 
 

Program Status Page 
Parameter 

Names Description 

Inch / Metric 
Mode 

Determines how part program coordinates are interpreted and displayed (inches 
or millimeters) 

Absolute / 
Incremental 

Sets the default mode for program coordinates as absolute position values, or 
incremental values based on current position. 

Move 
Transition 
Tolerance 

Sets the allowable amount of corner rounding when 'round corner' mode is 
active.  Round corner mode attempts to maintain velocity while making move 
transitions that are not tangent.  If this parameter is kept very small, it creates 
more accuracy at move transitions, with a possible sacrifice in velocity.  If this 
parameter is set to zero, it allows the maximum round corner amount allowed 
for the programmed velocity of the axes. 

Display APP 
Cycles 

Normally set to "OFF".  If set to "ON" it allows display of each block of APP 
cycles to be shown on the part program display page to assist in debugging 
cycles.  If executing in SINGLE BLOCK mode with APP CYCLES ON, 
program execution halts with each block in the cycle; otherwise with APP 
CYCLES OFF, the entire cycle executes as one block. 
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Program Status Page 
Parameter Description Names 

Input Data 
Mode 

Determines the numeric format of data in the program.  The options are: 
 
 flpt - floating point 
 tzs - trailing zero suppression 
 lzs - leading zero suppression 
 app - special version of floating point that allows APP codes in blocks 
 
Normally, the input data mode should be set to app to allow the greatest 
flexibility in programming. 

 
Axis 
Simulation 

If ON, it allows running the control in a simulated mode without actual servo 
motors running. 

Edit Program 
Selecting Edit program opens a text editor with the current program opened for editing. 
 

 
 
Pressing the “Change Keys” softkey to display a QWERTY keyboard and common symbols 
used in SERIES 8 CNC part programming. 
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Pressing the “New File” softkey opens a Windows dialog box to open an existing text file.   
 

Opening a new text file will close the current text file without saving any changes. 

Dress Cycle 
A more complex profile can be defined for wheel dressing by entering move endpoints in a table.   
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When the table is first accessed, all XZ table entries will be a shaded "0" – this indicates the 
value of these entries is 'undefined'.  If the table is completely undefined, then the standard dress 
cycle is used, as set up in the 'dress cycle' table in status management.  If this table does have 
entries, then this table will define the dress cycle.   
 
Before starting a new cycle definition, place the cursor in the "X 1" box and press the "clear to 
end of table" key.  For each row, enter the XZ endpoint for the profile dress cycle.  From the 
point of view of the machine operator, the cycle should move the dressing diamond from right to 
left (in the Z plus direction), with the front left coordinate of the wheel being X0Z0.   
 
For each XZ move (i.e. each line in the table), the operator can specify a radius which will be 
inserted at the transition between the current line and the next line.   
 

NOTE:  A radius must not be programmed in the first or last line of the dressing 
profile. 

 
The dressing cycle will use the same parameters as defined on the 'dress cycle' tab under status 
management for the distance to remove for each dressing pass, and the dressing feedrate. 
 
The dressing cycle will make the following moves: 
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1. X will move to the park position. 
2. Z will move to the park position. 
3. XZ will move together to the coordinates on row 1, with a .3" clearance in the X axis. 
4. X will move to its coordinate in row 1. 
5. XZ will move at through each line defined in the dress cycle table. 
6. The Z axis will move .3" in the plus direction for clearance. 
7. The X axis will move to .3". 
8. If the cycle is to be repeated for multiple passes, go to step 3. 
9. When the last pass is complete, X will move to its park position. 
10. Z will move to its park position. 

 
Dress cycle definitions may be stored to the hard disk and later recalled using the "Store Data" 
and "Load Data" keys. 
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OEM List 

 
 
Selecting OEM list and then OEM special # starts a program specified in the PMI??? 

OEM Special 
Selecting OEM special starts a file specified in the PMI. 
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APP Variables 

 
 
This menu allows access to the Advanced Programming Package (APP) variables.  User access 
to variables is generally not required, so only a brief description of their meaning is supplied 
here.  Refer to the "APP" section of this manual for a description of the APP programming 
language. 
 
In general, these variables can only be read by the operator, and provide a means to debug APP 
cycles.  Global Variables may also be changed by the operator from this menu to define certain 
parameters to APP cycles.  Global Variables are user-specific to APP cycles. 
 

APP Variables 
Variable Name Description 

APP Part Program 
Variables " $ " Variables with status for part program data. 
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APP Variables 
Variable Name Description 

APP PMI Variables " @ " Variables that are passed to/from the PMI program. 
APP System Variables " : " Variables relating to real-time status of the control. 

APP Global Variables " # " Variables created by APP programs that can be accessed at all 
APP subroutine levels. 

APP Local Variables " % " Variables used within an APP subroutine. 

APP Message Page 
This page allows part programs to use the Advanced Programming Package (APP) to display 
data and prompt the operator for a value.  It can be used to create custom cycles with parameters 
that can be entered at the time the cycle is run. 
 
Note:  The numeric keypad appears on this page only when an APP (KEY) command is active; 
otherwise, only the Esc key appears. 
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Maintenance Menu 
This menu allows data to be collected about the machine, to tune the servo drives, to load or save 
configuration files that set up the software for a particular machine, and to set up the touch 
screen. 
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Servos Menu 
Note:  The SERVOS command is used for tuning the machine servo parameters 

and should be used by a qualified service technician only. 
 
This page permits adjustment of servo system parameters to optimize machine performance.  The 
graph is of  
 

 
 

Servo Response Measurement Program (SRMP) Softkeys 
Softkey Label Description 

 

Makes continuous moves in reversing directions for the selected axis. 

 

Decreases the total time displayed on the graph. 
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Servo Response Measurement Program (SRMP) Softkeys 
Softkey Label Description 

 

Increases the total time displayed on the graph. 

 

 

 

Decreases the total counts displayed on the graph 

 

Increases the total counts displayed on the graph 

 

Cycles through the available axes on the machine.  Double check any axes 
selected is capable of moving without hitting/interring with its surroundings. 

 

Toggles a numeric keypad on the screen for modifying SRMP parameters.  To 
close the numeric keypad press the numeric keypad softkey, to exit SRMP 
press the Exit softkey located in the numeric keypad. 

 

Cycles through the SRMP parameters. 

 

Cycles through the SRMP parameters in the opposite direction. 
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Servo Response Measurement Program (SRMP) Softkeys 
Softkey Label Description 

 

Moves the selected axis (in this example Z) in the negative direction at the 
specified speed for the specified time. 

 

Moves the selected axis (in this example Z) in the positive direction at the 
specified speed for the specified time. 

 
Servo Response Measurement Program (SRMP) Parameters 

Parameter Name Description 
SRMP 
VELOCITY 

The velocity of the move is made for the selected axis, when the + or - 
softkeys is pressed. 

SRMP PULSE 
WIDTH The time allowed for the axis move, in milliseconds 

REFERENCE 
GAIN + 

The nominal value for this is 1000, which is the standard gain for the 
parameters specified in the Parameter Editor for this motor/amplifier 
combination.  Small adjustments may be made to correct for variations in 
commanded vs. actual velocity for moves made in the plus direction by 
changing this parameter. 

REFERENCE 
GAIN - 

The nominal value for this is 1000, which is the standard gain for the 
parameters specified in the Parameter Editor for this motor/amplifier 
combination.  Small adjustments may be made to correct for variations in 
commanded vs. actual velocity for moves made in the minus direction by 
changing this parameter. 

P GAIN 

Proportional gain.  This gain represents the sensitivity of how fast the servo 
amplifier reacts while maintaining a velocity control loop.  A low P-gain 
results in a 'mushy' servo, while a P Gain which is too high results in 
oscillation (high pitched squeal).  It is generally desirable to set the P Gain as 
high as it can be without creating an oscillation. 

I GAIN 

Integrator gain.  This gain sets the sensitivity of the amplifier's response to 
changes in velocity command (acceleration/deceleration).  A higher I Gain 
results in better servo performance.  Excessive I Gain causes an overshoot at 
the end of acceleration. 

OFFSET Velocity command offset.   A value of zero represents no offset, and a value 
of +128 to -128 may be entered to correct for offset variations. 
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Servo Response Measurement Program (SRMP) Parameters 
Parameter Name Description 

CURRENT 
LIMIT 

Entered as a percentage of max, the current limit sets the maximum allowed 
current to be sent to the servo motor as a part of the velocity control loop.  
Normally, the current limit should be set to 100% (actual current limit in 
amperes as set in the servo amplifier), but may be lowered for certain tests. 
 

NOTCH 
FREQUENCY 
#1 

Notch filter setting to suppress certain machine resonances.  A value of 2500 
causes this filter to have no effect. 

NOTCH 
FREQUENCY 
#2  

Notch filter setting to suppress certain machine resonances.  A value of 2500 
causes this filter to have no effect. 

Program Block 

Specify a program block number to start a 2 second recording of the axis’ 
measured velocity, commanded velocity, position error and DAC output.  The 
data will be recorded for the axis selected before entering the SERVO tuning 
page.  After running the part program return to the SERVO page and press 
the Refresh Display softkey to display the graph. 

 
An example of a program block SRMP looks like the image below.  The green vertical lines on 
the graph represent the start of a new block. 
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Note 1:  Before setting any other servo parameters for an axis, the OFFSET value 
should be set.  To do this, select the desired axis (NEXT AXIS key), and look at the 

value for "DAC" in the lower right hand corner of the display.  With servos on 
and no move commanded, the DAC value should be near zero.  Change the offset 

value + or - until a reading near zero is achieved. 
 

Note 2:  If an axis is making a loud squeal at certain speeds, lower the P Gain 
until the noise goes away.   If the P Gain end up below a value of 5, changes to 

the notch filter settings may be necessary to achieve a better P Gain. 
 

Note 3:  If the commanded and actual velocity curves differ by more than 5%, 
there is likely a problem with the basic motor/amplifier settings in the Parameter 

Editor.  Check with the machine manufacturer for the correct settings. 

PMI Debug Menu 
PMI is the Programmable Machine Interface that interfaces the executive software to a specific 
machine.  It controls all of the digital inputs and outputs, as well as the operator touch screen 
softkeys, spindle speed control, and auxiliary axis moves.  PMI DEBUG is a utility that provides 
real-time monitoring of PMI statements, PMI variables, and the digital I/O of the machine. 
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PMI Statements Debug Display 
This window displays PMI statements, with the variable values shown in real time.  The operator 
must define which statements are displayed. 
 

 
 
When displaying PMI statements, the variable name to the left of the equal sign (=) determines 
the name of the line.  Since more than one line may contain the same variable name left of the 
equal sign, the first occurrence is initially displayed. 
 

PMI Statements Debug Softkeys 
Softkey 
Label Description 

 

In response to the “list names” touchkey, a new window is opened (see image 
below table.) The scroll box on the left lists the first symbol in each line of the 
selected file. The “PMI Files” box on the right lists all files used in the PMI 
program: first the main program, then any included files. To display a line, click 
on it in the left-hand scroll box to highlight it, then click the “Add Line” softkey. 
Click “Cancel” to close this window.  Keyboard shortcut “L” 

 

Displays the next line of PMI code following the line last displayed.  Keyboard 
shortcut “N” 
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PMI Statements Debug Softkeys 
Softkey Description Label 

 

Displays the previous line of PMI code relative to the line last displayed.  
Keyboard shortcut “P” 

 

The operator is prompted to enter a PMI variable name.  The line containing the 
first occurrence of this name in the PMI program is displayed.  Keyboard shortcut 
“M” 

 

Based on the PMI variable name last entered with the 'name' command, this 
causes the next occurrence of this variable in the PMI statements to be displayed.  
Keyboard shortcut “X” 

 

The operator is prompted to enter a PMI variable name.  All lines containing this 
variable name (left of the equals sign) are displayed.  If more lines contain this 
variable than can be displayed in a single page, only the first several occurrences 
that can be displayed, are shown.  Keyboard shortcut “A” 

 

Clears the display.  Keyboard shortcut “C” 
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PMI Variable Debug Display 
This window shows the current state of PMI variables. The operator can select which variables 
are displayed. 
 

 
 

PMI Variable Debug Softkeys 
Softkey Label Description 

 

Opens a keypad to input a variable to display.  For array variables, specify an 
array index of “*” to display the entire array.  Keyboard shortcut “D” 

 

Change the value of constants and timers.  Keyboard shortcut “H” 

 

Clears the window.  Keyboard shortcut “E” 

 
For array variables, there are several options: 
 
 VAR[2]  - displays array element "2" for the variable VAR 
 VAR[*] - displays all array elements for variable VAR 
 VAR[3-6] - displays array elements VAR[3], VAR[4], VAR[5], and VAR[6] 
 
If a timer variable is displayed, four values are displayed. 
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 CTIMRT = 0 
 CTIMRD = 1 
 Count  = 500 
 Timer  = -1 
 
The first two entries are the input-timer variable and the output-timer variable.  The "Count" is 
the programmed value of the timer (each count is equal to 20 ms).  The "Timer" is the current 
value of the timer.  If the current value is 0 or -1, then the timer has completed counting. 

PMI Debug Input/Output Display 
The PMI Input/Output debug allows viewing the status of all inputs and outputs of the system, as 
well as allowing the operator to override the current value of an input or output for testing 
purposes. 
 

 
PMI Debug Inputs 
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PMI Debug Outputs 

 
Note:  Use caution when overriding I/O, because machine damage may result.  

When a value is overridden, PMI can no longer control its state. 
 
When the PMI Debug I/O display is selected, both the INPUT and OUTPUT page listings 
appear.  The OUTPUT page is selected by default for overriding values.  The INPUT page may 
be selected by pressing the DEBUG key at the top of the INPUT page. 
 
For the active I/O page, the following menu allows overriding of values: 
 

PMI Variable Debug Softkeys 
Softkey Label Description 

 

Forces the selected input or output to be 0. 

 

Forces the selected input or output to be 1. 

 

Cancels any forced status on the selected input or output, returning it to 
normal operation. 
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PMI Variable Debug Softkeys 
Softkey Label Description 

 

Moves the cursor left. 

 

Moves the cursor right. 

 

Moves the cursor up one entry in the display. 

 

Moves the cursor down one entry in the display. 

 

Cancels forced status on all inputs, returning them to normal operation. 

 
Displays the next column to the left. 

 
Displays the next column to the right 

 

Selects either the digital inputs or outputs for override control. 

Leadscrew and Reversal / Backlash Compensation Menu 
This menu allows axis compensation to be select and configured for this machine. 
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Leadscrew and Reversal / Backlash Compensation Definitions 
Term Description 

Leadscrew 
Compensation 

Allows adjustment of the position feedback at fixed intervals.  Between 
specified adjustments, the control interpolates to correct position. 

Reversal / 
Backlash 

Compensation 

Allows for 'lost motion' when the motor changes direction; a specified amount 
of position counts are ignored by the control when the motor changes 
direction.  This generally applies only on systems where the position feedback 
is tied to motor position, and not directly from the axis position. 

 
Selecting an axis displays the compensation parameters. 
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Leadscrew Compensation Procedure 
When the leadscrew compensation command is activated, the pull-down menu lists the valid 
axes in the system.  Select the desired axis, and continue on to the leadscrew compensation page. 
 
To enter leadscrew compensation information, it is necessary to define a 'grid' pattern on the 
leadscrew where corrections are referenced.  All position data entered for leadscrew 
compensation locations are relative to the machine home coordinate system.  That is, the home 
pulse position is "0" and everything is referenced + or – from there. 
 

Leadscrew Compensation Procedure 

Start of leadscrew 
compensation 

Enter the starting position for leadscrew measurements / adjustments.  
Normally this would be at the extreme positive or extreme negative 
position of travel for this axis.  If the machine home position is at an end 
of the machine travel, this start position would normally be zero.  
However, in some cases, the home position is in the center of travel in 
which case the start of compensation would be non-zero.  This value is 
entered in either inches or millimeters depending on the inch/metric status 
of the control. 

Spacing between 
compensation 
points 

This defines the distance from one compensation point to the next when 
making leadscrew error adjustments.  The control later interpolates all 
values between compensation points.  This value is entered in inches or 
millimeters, depending on the status of the control.  A typical value for this 
would be 1". 
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Leadscrew Compensation Procedure 

Number of 
compensation 
points 

This number sets the total number of leadscrew compensation points in the 
table.  If the axis being compensated has a total travel of 19", and it is 
desired to have compensation for every 1" of travel, starting from position 
0.0000, there are 20 total compensation points (0.0000 – 19.0000).  The 
maximum number of compensation points is 50. 

 
Once the parameters are set for spacing and number of points, a table of compensation locations 
is shown.  An external measuring device, such as a laser interferometer, is required to determine 
true machine position.  
 
Place the cursor on the first compensation point (in this case, 0.0000), and press the “move here” 
softkey.  The machine moves to this location.  The external laser reading should then be set to 
zero at this position. 
 
Pressing the “move next” softkey moves the machine to the next compensation point (i.e. -
1.0000).  Verify that the external laser reading is also -1.0000 inches.  If there is a variation in 
actual position, then this variation is entered as the leadscrew compensation for this position.   
 

Note:  The leadscrew correction must be entered in machine counts (resolution 
counts of the machine, not in inches).  Machine counts of resolution per axis can 

be verified in the parameter editor. 
   
Only integer values may be entered for the counts of correction. 
 
The number of counts of compensation entered has the inverse sign of the error seen on the laser 
display.   
 
Example: 

At the -1.0000 position, the true value seen is -1.0002  (i.e. the amount 
of position error is -0.0002"), then the entered leadscrew compensation in 
counts is +4  
(the + sign is not required, but only shown here for clarity). 
 
If an axis has 20480 counts per inch, and the correction needed is .0002", 
then the entered value in counts is: 
 

  20480 0.0002 4.096 4 counts× = →
 
After entering this value, the operator can press the move here key, and 
the control moves to the corrected -1.0000 position – the laser reading 
should now agree at -1.0000. 

Each point of compensation can now be checked and set by moving to each position and 
verifying its value with the external laser value. 
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Reversal / Backlash Compensation Procedure: 
On systems where the position feedback is relative to the motor shaft, there can be position error 
caused when motor rotation is reversed.  To determine the amount of error, an external 
measuring device (such as a dial indicator) can be used, measuring true position of the slide. 
 

Before attempting to set the reversal compensation for the first time, verify that 
the current value for compensation is zero. 

 
Position the axis to any location convenient for this measurement, taking care to note which 
direction the axis was last moved (e.g. a + move to exactly 1.0000" on the display), and set the 
dial indicator to zero.  Move the axis slowly in the minus (-) direction (if the machine is 
equipped with a hand wheel, this is the best way to do this, otherwise do an incremental jog in 
the minus direction at the lowest increment possible).  Note when the dial indicator first indicates 
that the slide is moving, and look at the displayed axis position.   
 
Example: 

The dial indicator may not move until the position display reads -1.0003". 
 
This means that there is .0003" of backlash in the axis.  Re-check this 
several times, and also check it in the reverse direction (starting with 
1.0000 after a minus move, then move positive to see how much lost motion 
there is).  Determine the average amount of reversal error in this axis. 

Enter the reversal error amount in the leadscrew compensation page, in the field labeled 
“Reversal compensation (counts)”.   The entered value must be in counts, not inches.   To make 
this conversion, it is necessary to know the counts per inch for this axis – this can be found in the 
Parameter Editor. 
 
Example: 

If an axis has 20480 counts per inch, and the correction needed is .0003", 
then the entered value in counts is: 
 
  20480 0.0003 6.144 6 counts× = →

Reversal error compensation must always be entered as an integer value, so round to the nearest 
whole number. 
 
The reversal error correction can be checked following the procedure described above.  Move the 
axis to a specific location, e.g. 1.0000", and set the dial indicator to zero.  Moving the axis 
0.0001" in either the plus or minus direction should make that exact move in true axis position. 
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Servolink Status Menu 
SERVOLINK is the high speed communications bus for the servo system (X, Y, Z, and 
Spindle/SFU).  If a "SERVOLINK" fault is shown, looking at this page helps isolate the cause of 
the problem.  SERVOLINK faults can generally be reset from this page, when servos are off, by 
pressing the RESET key. 
 

 
 
The SERVOLINK status page shows each axis of the system, plus the spindle (SFU) interface.  
If there is a fault associated with any of the amplifiers, the fault is shown in the AXIS STATUS 
column.   
 
Axis over travel limits, and dirty scale signals (on systems equipped with scale feedback) are 
wired directly to the servo amplifiers, and the status is communicated to the CNC over the 
SERVOLINK bus. 
 

Master Status (upper left corner) 
Term Description 

Servo Link Active Indicates that SERVOLINK communication is working and 
active. 

Servo Link Not Defined  
Servo Link Interface Missing  
DPR Self-test failed  
Timer Vector Test Failed  
Tx Complete Vector Test Failed  
Servo Link WDT Test Failed  
Internal Loop Back Test Failed  
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Master Status (upper left corner) 
Term Description 

Communications Failed During 
Initialization  

External Loop Back Test Passed  
External Loop Back Test Failed  
Unknown Servo Link Failure  

 
Type (Motor) 

Term Description 
AC AC brushless rotary motor 
DC DC rotary motor 
Linear Linear motor 
xx AMP Rated current of amplifier (or frequency converter) 
Probe This channel is used for a probe input (probe interface board) 
Spndl This channel uses a spindle interface board (external analog speed command) 
??? Motor typed not defined 

 
Axis Status 

Term Description 
Tx Error Data transmission error detected 
Rx Error Data transmission error detected 
EE Read Error  
EE Checksum Error  
Servo Power Fault  
Regulator On Failed Unable to enable the servo 
Feedback Rx Error Data transmission error detected. 

I squared T Fault 
Amplifier drew excess current for too long of a time.  Caused by 
mechanical binding in an axis or and undersized motor for the 
application. 

Motor Over Temp Indicator from the thermal sensor in the motor of an over temperature.
Heat Sink Over Temp  
Short Circuit Short circuit detected in motor leads 
Over Voltage  
Motor Feedback  Fault Missing signals from resolver 
Amplifier Detected  

Slip Fault Used on spindle drives with spindle feedback, indicating excessive 
slip during spindle rotation 

Sp Temp Indicator of over temperature from spindle sensor 
Ramp Up Spindle speed is ramping up 
Ramp Down Spindle speed is ramping down 
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Axis Status 
Term Description 

0 Speed Spindle is at 0 speed 
At Speed Spindle is at programmed speed 

 

Load Parameters 
This allows recall of previously stored parameters for the Parameter Editor.  Under normal 
conditions, the parameter settings are saved upon exiting the Parameter Editor to a file named 
"DEFAULT.PRM", and stored in the DEFAULT directory specified in the SERIES8.INI file.  
This file s then loaded automatically whenever the SERIES 8 CNC software is started. 
 
This LOAD PARAMETERS command allows recall of a backup copy of the parameter settings 
previously saved with the STORE PARAMETERS command.   
 
Note:  When a new parameter file is loaded, it is NOT automatically saved as the 
DEFAULT.PRM file.  If the SERIES 8 is shut down and then restarted, the previous data is 
restored.  In order to save parameters loaded with the LOAD PARAMETERS command as the 
default, it is necessary to enter the Parameter Editor and then exit.  Exiting the Parameter Editor 
creates a new DEFAULT.PRM file with the latest parameter settings. 

Store Parameters 
The store parameters command creates a backup file storing the current value of parameters in 
the Parameter Editor.  Parameters are automatically saved to the file DEFAULT.PRM (located in 
the default directory of the SERIES8.INI file) any time the Parameter Editor is exited.  This store 
parameters command allows saving a separate copy of the parameter file under a different name, 
for possible later recall with the load parameters command. 

Print Parameters 
The print parameters command creates a text file of the controls parameters and current values.  
After selecting the print parameters command a Windows dialog box opens prompting for the 
file location.  The default location is: C:\Document and Settings\SERIES 8 CNC\Default 

Recalibrate Touch screen 
This function creates an alignment of the physical touch surface of the screen to the image being 
displayed.  Follow the on-screen instructions to re-calibrate. 

High Speed Serial Bus (HSSB Status) 
The high speed serial bus (HSSB) is the hardware function of the control for handling digital 
inputs and outputs.  Up to 32 HSSB addresses are available in the system.  Each typically relates 
to a single I/O board, but in some cases multiple addresses may be assigned to a single board. 
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The status window shows the HSSB address, its status, and its error count.  The error count 
indicates the number of times that a communications re-try had to occur due to a checksum 
failure of the data.  It is not uncommon for some errors to be present after running the machine; 
if five errors occur consecutively, the system turns servos off.  To restart the system, press "Reset 
HSSB" softkey, verify that all addresses are “Active”, press the “Esc” softkey to exit the High 
Speed Serial Bus Status window and then press SERVO ON to restart the servos. 
 
In the image above the following addresses are present: 
 
Address 00 I/O board with 8 inputs and 8 outputs 
Address 01 I/O board with 8 inputs and 8 outputs 
Address 02 I/O board with 8 inputs and 8 outputs 
Address 03 I/O board with 8 inputs and 8 outputs 
Address 26 4x4 board 
Address 27 4x4 board 
 

HSSB Address Status Definition 
Status Description 

Active This address is active and communicating with the host. 
N/A This address is not present on the bus. 
N/U This address is present on the bus, but not being used by the system. 

IDLE This address is present and able to communicate with the host, but is not presently 
in use. 

MISSING An address requested by the system is not present. 
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HSSB Address Status Definition 
Status Description 

COMM A communications error has occurred between this address and the host 
controller. 

CFG The board address matches one needed by the system, but the board is not able to 
perform the needed function. 

EXEC The address of this board was requested by both the executive software and the 
PMI software. 

 
HSSB Troubleshooting 

Machine 
Status Possible Solutions 

A newly 
installed 
I/O board 

• Check that the HSSB address is the same as the board being replaced.  The 
address is typically set using DIP switches located on the board. 

• Make sure the proper power is supplied and all connections made. 

A system 
that has 
been 
running 
OK: 

• If the number of errors listed for a specific address is exactly 5, this is a 
likely sign there was a reset of the controlled chip on the I/O board.  A 
reset can occur if there is a voltage drop on the incoming power, or if there 
is a loose connection on the HSSB signals.  Check the power to the board, 
and verify all connections are secure. 

• If the number of errors for the failed address is more than 5, it is likely 
there is a noise or grounding problem.  Noise on the HSSB communication 
lines causes corrupted data, resulting in error retries. 

• If more than one address has failed simultaneously, this is an even stronger 
indication of a loose connection on the HSSB line.  HSSB board 
connections are typically ‘daisy-chained’ by running the power 
connections and the HSSB communication lines into one board, then out 
to the next.  Boards need not be wired in the order of their addresses.  If 
multiple boards fail at the same time, determine which of these addresses 
is physically first in the wiring chain.  This likely is the failed board or has 
a loose connection. 

 

OEM 
The OEM menu allows for the modification of the machine parameters and PMI. 
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Parameter Editor 
Each SERIES 8 CNC configuration has a different set of parameter tabs. The parameters and 
information on the tabs are the same for each machine.  The machine parameters include 
numbers of axes, type of axes, motor counts per inch of travel, etc.  When a parameter cell is 
selected, a line of text appears in the lower left corner of the screen to assist in setting the 
parameter. 
 

This is a very important part of the SERIES 8 CNC, any modifications to these 
parameters need to be an educated adjustment.  Wrong parameters could make 

the machine inoperable or cause axes to crash. 
 
The first tab in the Parameter Editor is the Configuration tab.  It sets the number of axes on the 
machine and their letter designations.  It also sets some of the hardware configurations 
(SERVOLINK type, HSSB boards, etc.)   
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The second tab is the Servolink SFU tab.  This tab sets the drive parameter for a frequency 
converter. 
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The third tab is the Servolink Amps tab.  This tab has multiple nested tabs inside of it for each 
machine axis.  This example has 3 axes: X, Y and Z.  Each axis has its own tab for their drive 
and motor parameters. 
 

 
 
The fourth tab is labeled Axis Data and has more axis parameters. 
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The fifth tab is PCP/APP.  This tab  
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The sixth and seventh tabs are PMI 0-49 & PMI 50-99.  The tabs contains machine options that 
as different on every style of machine.  The example below is of a router.  These parameters are 
unique to this machine and will be different from other machine.  The PMI 50-99 is used on 
machines that require more than 50 options.  In this example it is blank because there are less 
than 50 machine options. 
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PMI Compile 
Launches a Windows dialog window to open an existing .PMI file.  After selecting the .PMI file 
a SERIES 8 windows is displayed similar to the one below.  To compile the new file select the 
“Compile” softkey.  After the checks are completed errors are shown in the window.  If no errors 
are found, press the “Exit” softkey to load the compiled .PMI file return to the SERIES 8 
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Load Status Data 
Selecting load status data opens a Windows dialog to load a previously saved set of parameters 
for the program status pages. 

View Log File 
Allows the log file to be viewed without exiting the SERIES 8 CNC software.  Selecting view 
log file will open the text editor with the log file selected.  The log file adds a time stamp to 
major events and errors in a text file.  The file is located in the root directory of the C: drive. 
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The SERIES 8 CNC part program follow the standard EIA RS-274D. 

Letter Code Summary 
Letter Code Summary 

Letter Description 
G Up to 3 G-codes can be set in one block 
M Up to 3 M-codes can be set in one block 
N Block Number 
T Tool Number 
X X Coordinate 
Y Y Coordinate 
Z Z Coordinate 
A A Coordinate (rotary axis-usually about the X axis) 
B B Coordinate (rotary axis-usually about the Y axis) 
C C Coordinate (rotary axis-usually about the Z axis) 
U U coordinate (linear axis parallel to X) 
V V coordinate (linear axis parallel to Y) 
W W coordinate (linear axis parallel to Z) 
I Offset in the X direction to the center of circle 
J Offset in the Y direction to the center of circle 
K Offset in the Z direction to the center of circle 
E Fixture offset 
D Tool offset 
R Circular interpolation radius 
F Feedrate command 
S Spindle speed command 

G-Code Summary 
NM = non-modal  
* denotes default state for modal group after startup or reset 

G-Code Summary 
G 

Code 
Modal 
Group Description 

* G00 1 Rapid traverse - axis moves made at maximum feedrate 
G01 1 Linear interpolation - axis moves made at programmed feedrate 
G02 1 Circular interpolation, clockwise  
G03 1 Circular interpolation, counter-clockwise 
G04 NM Program dwell  
G06 NM Sinusoidal interpolation loop 
G10 1 Inserted chamfer or radius 
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G-Code Summary 
G 

Code 
Modal 
Group Description 

* G17 2 XY plane select for circular interpolation and cutter radius 
compensation 

G18 2 ZX plane select for circular interpolation and cutter radius 
compensation 

G19 2 YZ plane select for circular interpolation and cutter radius 
compensation 

G21 1 G01 mode with sharp corner activation: deceleration between moves 
G22 1 G02 mode with sharp corner activation: deceleration between moves 
G23 1 G03 mode with sharp corner activation: deceleration between moves 
G34 1 CCW milled rectangular cavity 
G35 1 CW milled rectangular cavity 
G36 1 Milled circular cavity 

* G40 3 Cancel cutter radius compensation 
G41 3 Activate cutter radius compensation, right of path 
G42 3 Activate cutter radius compensation, left of path 
G43 NM Special cutter radius compensation entry move 
G49 1 CCW rectangular pattern 
G50 1 CW rectangular pattern 
G51 NM Probe measuring cycle 
G55 9 Part rotation 
G56 9 Cancel part rotation 
G57 10 Part scaling 
G58 10 Cancel part scaling 
G67 NM Absolute coordinate position programming for current block 
G68 NM Incremental coordinate position programming for current block 
G69 NM Machine absolute coordinate position programming for current block 

* G70 5 Inch programming 
G71 5 Metric programming 

* G80 4 Cancel canned cycle 
G81 4 Standard drilling cycle 
G82 4 Spot facing - drilling cycle with dwell 
G83 4 Deep hole drilling cycle 
G84 4 Tapping cycle 
G85 4 Boring cycle with dwell, feedrate return 
G86 4 Boring cycle with spindle stop, rapid return 
G87 4 Case boring cycle 
G88 4 Bore with dwell, spindle orient, rapid return 
G89 4 Reversed facing cycle (back boring) 
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G-Code Summary 
G 

Code 
Modal 
Group Description 

* G90 6 Absolute dimension programming 
G91 6 Incremental dimension programming 

G92 NM Constant surface speed radius and spindle speed specification - lathe 
only 

G92 NM Program zero set = defines new program zero offset from machine 
home 

G93 7 Inverse time feedrate programming (1/T) 
* G94 7 Feed per minute feedrate programming (IPM or MMPM) 
G95 7 Feed per minute feedrate programming (IPM or MMPM) 
G96 8 Constant surface speed (CSS) mode spindle speed – lathe only 

* G97 8 Spindle RPM programming mode 

G98 NM Program zero set - defines new program zero offset from machine 
home 

N-code Sequence Number 
The N-code lets the programmer give a sequence number to a program block to assist in 
identifying it. The part programmer may sequence every block with an N-code of up to 4 digits. 
 
The N-code is essentially ignored by the control for specific block execution, but may be used in 
conjunction with the APP "GTO" command to identify a block to be skipped to. 

N102X.5Z.5 
N3Z1.2 
N2000M30 

Overview: Interpolation Codes G00-G03 
The SERIES 8 CNC provides linear, circular, and helical contouring of the machine axes.  
 
Linear moves (G00, G01) may be programmed with any or all axes on the machine in a single 
move.  For a move programmed in a single block, all axes start at the same time and end at the 
same time, interpolating a linear path from start to end. 
 
For circular moves (G02, G03), any two linear axes may be programmed to move in a circular 
path.  Circular contouring may be programmed in of the three orthogonal planes using the codes 
as follows: 
 

XY (G17) 
ZX (G18) 
YZ (G19) 
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In addition, when a circular move is programmed, any other programmed axes not in the defined 
plane may also be programmed, creating a linear move which is made in that axis simultaneous 
to the programmed circular move (helical path). 

G00 Rapid Traverse Positioning 
The G00 code sets rapid traverse positioning mode. Subsequent moves are at the maximum 
feedrate available for the machine. 

G00X1.5Z2.  ; move at maximum speed to position X1.5, Z2. 
X5.6    ; move at maximum speed to position X5.6 

Linear Interpolation (G01) 
The G01 code sets linear interpolation mode. Subsequent moves are in a straight line at the 
current program feedrate. The feedrate is determined by the last programmed F-code. When a 
G01 move is executed, the machine moves from its current position to the programmed position 
in a straight line. 

G00XZ    ; position to X0 Z0 at max speed 
F50    ; set feedrate to 50 IPM 
G01X2.5   ; feed to X2.5, Z makes no move;  stays at Z0 
X1.Z4.6   ; feed to X1., Z4.6 

Circular Interpolation (G02,G03) 
The G02 and G03 commands are used to create circular motion. The G02 specifies a clockwise 
(CW) direction, and the G03 specifies a counterclockwise (CCW) direction. Motion is at the 
current feedrate. 
 
The starting point is the current axis position when this block begins execution. The coordinates 
in the G02 or G03 block specify the arc endpoint. There are two different methods for defining 
the arc: 
 

• The radius of the move may be programmed with an R-code, and the control 
automatically calculates the arc center. 

• The arc center may be programmed and the control calculates the arc radius. 
 
Method 1 is generally the simpler to program, but either method is valid. 

Radius Programming: 
Radius programming of a circular move is accomplished with an R-code. The circular move is 
between 0° and 180° if the specified R value is positive, or between 180° and 360° if the 
specified R value is negative. If the absolute value of the R value specified is less than one-half 
the distance between the move start and end points (i.e., the chord), the R value is adjusted so a 
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180° move is made (the R value is equal one-half the chord). If no R is specified, the last value 
of R is used. 

G00X0Y0   ; position to location X0 Y0 at max speed 
F10    ; set feedrate of 10 IPM 
G02X2.Y0R1.  ; move in CW direction to X2. Y0 at a radius of 1.; this 
    ; would result in a 180° move 
G03X1.Y1.   ; move in CCW direction to X1. Y1. at a radius of 1.  
    ; (last programmed R-code); this would result in a 90° 
    ; move. 
X0Y0    ; move in CCW direction to X0 Y0 at a radius of 1.; the 
    ; G03 and the last programmed R-code are modal. The move 
    ; made would be 90°. 
X1.Y1.R-1.   ; move in CCW direction to X1 Y1 at a radius of 1.; this 
    ; would result in a 270° move. 
G01X1.Y1.   ; move in linear mode to X1. Y1. 

NOTE: Special care must be taken when programming with the R-code, as the 
control always makes some type of circular move to the desired endpoint, even if 
a programming mistake is made and the wrong coordinates or the wrong radius 

is specified. 

Arc Center Programming: 
The I and J codes are used in circular interpolation as arc center offsets (in the XY plane). The 
offsets are unsigned, incremental axis values defining the coordinates of the center of the arc 
with respect to the starting point of the arc. The programmed arc must not cross a quadrant 
boundary or the error message INVALID ARC is displayed (the arc center is used as the origin 
for defining quadrants). If an arc center offset value is zero, it need not be programmed. The 
calculated arc endpoint based on the programmed I and J codes must be located on the arc within 
an allowable tolerance or the error message INVALID ARC is displayed. 
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The diagram illustrates the usage of the I and J codes in arc center programming of a G02 
command. The I-code specifies the arc offset in the X-axis, and the J-code specifies the arc offset 
in the Y-axis. Both are unsigned values. The coordinates of the starting point are the endpoint of 
the preceding block, and the coordinates of the endpoint are the coordinates in the G02 block. 

Assume a starting point of X20 Y30, and the desired move is a CW 90° arc of 
10." radius to the location X30. Y20. The center of the arc is at X20. Y20. 
The distance from the starting point to the center is 0.0" along the X-
axis, so the I-code is 0. The distance from the start point to the center 
along the Y-axis is -10", so the J-code is 10. The programmed block would 
then be: 

 G02 X20. Y30. I0 J10. 

The I-code can be omitted, as the control assumes a value of zero if none 
is given. 

Inserted Arc or Chamfer (G10) 
The G10 code provides a simplified means to add an arc or chamfer move between two linear 
moves, without requiring the programmer to calculate the arc/chamfer endpoints.  For arc 
insertions, the arc is inserted such that the start and end positions are tangent to the programmed 
lines.  
 
Programmed along with either an L or R code, G10 inserts a chamfer (L) or radius (R) between 
two linear moves.  Both moves must be linear.  The second move may also have a G10 if another 
insertion is desired. 

 

G00X0Y0   ;Rapid move to 0,0 
G01F50G10Y5R.5 ;Move 1 - inserted .5" arc 
G10X10Y0L.25  ;Move 2 - inserted .25" chamfer 
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G10Y5R.5  ;Move 3 - inserted .5" arc 
X5    ;Move 4 
M30 

Move 1 does a linear move from X0Y0 to X0Y4.1909 and then does a clockwise 
arc inserted move to blend with move 2.  This arc has a radius of .5" and 
ends at X.7236Y4.6382.   
 
Move 2 starts at this point and does a linear move to X9.7764X.1118 and 
then does a linear .25" chamfer move to X10Y.25. 
 
Move 3 does a linear move to X10Y4.5 and then does a counter-clockwise .5" 
arc to X9.5Y5. 
 
Move 4 is a linear move to X5Y5. 

Sinusoidal Interpolation Loop (G06) 
This code was developed for a special application, and would not normally be used by a 
machining center or lathe. 
 
The G06 code was designed for a 2-axis configuration to run both axes in a continuous loop 
following a sinusoidal pattern.  The purpose is to provide smooth acceleration and deceleration 
during move reversals, yet still allow high speed motion.   
 
The format of the G06 command is: 
 
 G06 X Y  
 
Where X and Y specify the endpoint of the pattern.   
 
The position of X and Y before the G06 block is executed represents the start of the pattern.  X 
and Y move to the endpoints specified, then return to the starting point, then back to end 
endpoint, and so on, indefinitely.  The G06 code requires that the PMI program have the variable 
@RUNG6 used to control the looping.  When @RUNG6 is set false, the looping stops the next 
time the start position is reached.  
 
A key feature of this interpolation method is that during the reversal of direction for X and Y, 
there is no round-cornering or stopping of either axis – a continuous, smooth motion is 
maintained. 

Program Dwell (G04) 
The G04 code causes a pause in program execution for a time specified in seconds (or spindle 
revolutions) by an X or F coordinate in the same block. The X and F codes are interchangeable. 
No operator interaction is required to continue program execution. 
 
The format of the G04 command is: 
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G04X5. 
 
This would cause a 5 second delay in program execution. 

Plane Selection (G17-G19) 
G17, G18, and G19 define the active plane for programming of arcs and the use of cutter radius 
compensation.  For machining centers, the G17 plane is active by default; for lathes it is G19. 
 
For circular contouring modes, as well as cutter compensation offsets, directions are determined 
by the 'right hand rule'. This means that determination of clockwise (CW) and counter- clockwise 
(CCW) as well as right/left must be made when viewing the axes in the correct orientation, as 
defined below: 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

Position Register Preset (G92,G98) 
The G92 and G98 codes function the same.   Their purpose is to define a new part program zero 
position, based on the current position of the axes. 
 
 G92 X- Y- Z- A- 
 
The current program position of any axis programmed is set to the value specified on this block. 
 

Y+

X+

G17 (XY Plane)

X+

Z+

G18 (ZX Plane)

Z+

Y+

G19 (YZ Plane)
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One or more axes may be programmed in the G92 or G98 block.  Only the axes programmed 
have their zero position changed.   
 
An M30 end of program code or a CONTROL RESET cancels the G92/G98 offset. 

G00 X5.  ; position the X-axis to 5.000" 
G92 X3.5 ; define this position to now be 3.500" 
G00 X5  ; move to X position 5.000"  (the X-axis moves 1.5", from 3.5" 
   ; to 5.0") 

Program Coordinate Override (G67-G69) 
Although valid at any point in a part program, the G67-G69 non-modal codes were specifically 
developed to assist in writing APP cycles without destroying any modal codes prior to 
programming of a cycle. They permit a "one-block" deviation from the current programming 
mode without having to restore the original mode. 
 

Program Coordinate Override 

G67 
 

ABSOLUTE 
BLOCK 

This code functions similar to a G90 block in setting of absolute 
programming mode format. Any valid axis letter code programmed in this 
block is interpreted as absolute data, regardless of the modal status of 
G90/G91 prior to this block. Subsequent blocks return to the G90/G91 
status that was in effect prior to this block's execution. 

G68 
 

INCREMENTAL 
BLOCK 

This code functions similar to a G91 block in setting of incremental 
programming mode format. Any valid axis letter code programmed in this 
block is interpreted as incremental data to be added to the last programmed 
position, regardless of the modal status of G90/G91 prior to this block. 
Subsequent blocks return to the G90/G91 status that was in effect prior to 
this block's execution. 

G69 
 

MACHINE 
ABSOLUTE 

BLOCK 

This code has no equivalent modal code. This block permits programming 
axis coordinates to a specific location in the machine coordinate system, 
ignoring any coordinate system offsets that may be in effect. Any valid axis 
letter code programmed in this block are interpreted as absolute data from 
machine zero, regardless of the modal status of G90/G91, or any zero 
offsets prior to this block. Subsequent blocks return to the G90/G91 status, 
and program coordinate system that was in effect prior to this block's 
execution. 

Cutter Radius Compensation (G40-G43) 
The cutter compensation codes are used to activate and deactivate a feature of the control which 
permits programming of the actual finished part dimensions, without performing special 
calculations to compensate for cutter radius.  When cutter compensation is active, the control 
automatically compensates for the cutter radius by shifting the tool position relative to the 
programmed position. 
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The diameter of the tool is specified in the tool offset table, and activated when a D-code is 
programmed. 
 

Cutter Compensation Code 
G40 Cancels cutter compensation 
G41 Cutter compensation to the left of the tool path 
G42 Cutter compensation to the right of the tool path 
G43 Special entry mode for cutter compensation initial move 

 
Cutter compensation is inserted by the control in a direction perpendicular to the current 
direction the tool is moving.  Thus, the actual direction of compensation cannot be determined 
until a move is programmed (the control performs a look-ahead function to determine subsequent 
move intersections).  The direction of compensation is best understood by thinking in terms of 
the tool position, and looking forward from the tool in the direction of travel.  Compensation can 
then be applied to the left or to the right of this motion. 
 
The G41 code selects cutter compensation left, and G42 selects cutter compensation right.  The 
G40 code cancels cutter compensation.  Both linear and circular moves are compensated when 
G41 or G42 modes are active. 
 
In order to operate correctly, cutter compensation requires that the control "look ahead" in the 
part program to calculate block intersection points and modify move endpoints accordingly to 
avoid gouging the part.  Whenever a block intersection occurs where the cutter is on the outside 
of two moves which create an angle of less than 70°, an arc move is inserted by the control to 
minimize the cutter path. 

T01D01  ; select tool number 1, offset number 1 
G00XY  ; position to X0 Y0 
G41  ; activate cutter compensation left 
G01X1.  ; first a move is made to compensate for the cutter radius, 
   ; then the head is lowered, and finally a move is made along 
   ; the X-axis.  The final endpoint is determined by the cutter 
   ; radius. 
Y1.  ; continue milling a square pattern 
X0 
Y0 
G40  ; cancel cutter compensation 
M30  ; end program 
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Program Format Codes (G70-G71, G90-91) 
The G90 and G91 codes determine how X and Z coordinate information in the part program are 
interpreted. 
 
In G90 (absolute) mode, the program coordinates specify the desired axis position as an absolute 
position from program zero: 

G90 
X1.5Z1.5 

The machine moves to the position X1.5 Z1.5, and these values are displayed 
as the axis position on the Production Page. 

In G91 (incremental) mode, the program coordinates specify the desired axis position as an 
incremental distance from the last programmed axis position: 
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G90 
X1.5Z1.5 
G91 
X.5 
X-.75 

The first two blocks move the machine to the position X1.5 Z1.5, as 
described above. The G91 block then sets up incremental mode. The block 
"X.5" then moves X a distance of .5 to 2.0. The X-axis displayed position 
is  2.0. The last block, "X-.75", moves X in the minus direction .75 to 
1.25. 

Both G90 and G91 are modal codes. Upon system startup or a Control Reset, G90 mode is 
active. 

 
G90 - Absolute Mode 

 

 
G91 - Incremental Mode 
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Part Rotation (G55, G56) 

G55 Turns on part program rotation.

G56 Turns off part program rotation 

 
The G55 code is programmed with an R code (in degrees) to activate and define the angle for 
part rotation. 
 
While this is active, all endpoints in the active plane (G17-G19) are rotated from Program Zero 
by the angle defined by the R code. 

G00X5Y5   ;move 1 
G55R45   ;turn on rotation with an angle of 45 deg  
G01F50X10  ;move 2 
Y10   ;move 3 
G56   ;turn off rotation 
M30 

Move 1 to X5Y5. 
Move 2 to X7.0711 Y7.0711 ( X10Y10 rotated 45 deg) 
Move 3 to X5 Y14.1421  

Part Scaling (G57, G58) 

G57 Turns on program scaling. 

G58 Turns off program scaling.

 
The G57 code is programmed with an R code to scale all program dimensions in the active plane 
by the value in the R code. 

G00X5Y5   ;move 1 
G57R.5   ;turn on scaling with a factor of .5 
G01X6   ;move 2 
Y10   ;move 3 
X8Y12   ;move 4 
G58   ;turn off scaling 

Move 1 is a positioning move to X5 Y5 
Move 2 is a move to X3 Y2.5 (both axis positions are scaled even though 
 only one is programmed) Both axes should be programmed on the first move 
 after scaling is turned on. 
Move 3 is to X3 Y5 
Move 4 is to X4 Y6 
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Feedrate Format Codes (G93,G94,G95) 
The feedrate for a programmed move may be specified in one of three different ways. 
 

G94 Inches (millimeters) Per Minute (IPM)

 
For most milling applications, the feedrate is programmed in inches per minute, or millimeters 
per minute depending on the status of inch/metric programming.  This is G94 mode, and is active 
as the default method of setting the feedrate. 

G00 X0 
G01 X10. F20. 

The G01 moves the X-axis a total of 10 inches, at a rate of 20 inches per 
minute.  The total time of the move would be 30 seconds. 

Note: When running in G94 mode, varying the spindle speed also varies the 
feedrate of the programmed axes.  Axes are limited by the maximum capable 

speed as defined in the Parameter Editor. 
 

G95 Inches (Millimeters) Per Revolution (IPR)

 
For most turning applications, the feedrate is programmed in inches per revolution, or 
millimeters per revolution depending on the status of inch/metric programming.   The 'revolution' 
refers to the main spindle of the machine.  The feedrate specifies how far the axis moves for one 
revolution of the spindle.  In order for this type of feedrate programming to be valid, there must 
be spindle speed feedback to the CNC.  In order to activate this mode, a G95 must be 
programmed.  When G95 is programmed, the spindle must be turning in order to generate a 
programmed move (other than G00). 

 G00 X0 
 M03 S500  ; turn spindle on at 500 RPM 
 G95   ; set IPR programming mode 
 G01 X10. F.02   

The G01 block moves the X-axis a total of 10 inches at the rate of .020" 
per revolution of the spindle.  With a spindle speed of 500 RPM, the speed 
of the X-axis is 100 inches per minute.   
 
500 RPM * 0.020 IPR = 100 IPM 

G93 Inverse Time Feedrate

 
Alternately, program moves can be made in what is called 'inverse time mode' where the time for 
the program move is specified, not the feedrate.  This is programmed with a G93 code.  G93 is a 
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modal code, and all subsequent feedrate commands are interpreted as inverse time until a G94 or 
G95 is programmed, or there is a CONTROL RESET. 

In G93 mode, the feedrate is specified with an F-code in inverse time 

1
t

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠  for the programmed 

move to complete in minutes: 

G00 X0   ; position X to 0.0 
G93 F2   ; set inverse time feedrate of ½ minute (30 seconds) 
G01 X10.  ; move X to a position of 10. 
 
The G01 move of 10 inches is made in the time specified of 30 seconds ( ½  

minute), which is equivalent to 20 inches per minute 

10 inches
1  minutes2

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ 

Inverse time programming is typically used when moving rotary axes, either independently or 
along with other linear axes. 

Constant Surface Speed (CSS) Codes (G92, G96, G97) 
Constant surface speed is a feature used on lathe systems to automatically vary the spindle speed 
based on the position of the X-axis.  As the X-axis moves from a larger diameter to a smaller 
diameter, it is generally desirable to increase the spindle speed accordingly to maintain a 
constant surface feedrate of the tool in contact with the part. 
 
Standard programming of the spindle is in G97 mode, which is the default.  The desired spindle 
speed is programmed directly as an S-code.   
 
 G97 
 
G97 mode is active upon power up, after a control reset, or at the end of program.  It is not 
normally required to program a G97 unless CSS mode has been activated and then needs to be 
canceled.   
 
CSS mode is set with the G96 code.  The G92 block is used to set parameters for CSS mode: 
 

G92 R- S- 
 
R specifies the radius at the current X axis position. 
 
S specifies the max spindle speed while CSS is active (note that the overall maximum 
spindle speed is limited by the value set in the Parameter Editor). 
G96 S- 
 
S specifies surface feet per minute (inch mode) or surface meters per minute (metric 
mode). 
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When CSS mode (G96) is active, the S-code may be programmed on subsequent blocks to 
change the surface speed without re-programming the G96 code.  
 
Temporary override of CSS mode 
 

M59      
 
In CSS mode, M59 temporarily disables CSS. Commanded spindle speed remains at its 
last value regardless of X axis position or any new S code. 
 
M58      
 
Cancels M59.  CSS is re-enabled. 

For instance, if the tool is 4 inches from the center, the maximum speed of 
the spindle in the present range is 600 RPM, the desired surface speed is 
300 SFM, and the operator wishes to do a facing cut through the center of 
rotation, the program would be: 

 
   G00X8.Z0           ; move to diameter of 8 inches 
   G95F.005           ; sets feedrate of 0.01 IPM 
   G92R4.S600         ; sets radius as 4 inches and limits RPM to 600 
   G96S300            ; sets CSS mode at 300 SFM (initial RPM is 143 RPM) 
   G01X-.01           ; moves X axis 0.01 inches past center 
   G01Z.1             ; move Z away from part 
   G97                ; return to RPM spindle speed programming mode 

The initial RPM can be calculated as follows: 
 
Circumference of part at 4" Radius

2 *4" 25.133" 2.094 'π = =  
  

feet
minute

feet
rev

300 
 = 143 RPM

2.094 
 

 
As the tool moves toward the center, the spindle speed increases until,  at 
a radius of 0.9549” (1.9099” diameter) it reaches its maximum of 600 RPM.  
It maintains this speed for the remainder of the move. 

NOTE: In order to use RPM & CSS mode, PMI must use the variable @LCRPM 
as the commanded spindle speed instead of @SCODE. 

Drilling Canned Cycles (G80-G89) 
The G80 series of codes are used to simplify the programming typical drilling routines by 
combining several programmed moves into one block of information.  These cycles are provided 
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by the OEM with the machine, and may be modified to suit particular applications.  This 
document describes the standard usage of these cycles for the SERIES 8.   
 
The codes G81-G89 are the actual canned cycles.  These codes are modal, which means that 
when one of these codes is used, for example 'G81', then subsequent blocks continue to execute 
the G81 cycle, until it is canceled by a G80.  The G80 code cancels any of the canned cycles.  
 
The drilling canned cycle codes follow a basic pattern as follows – 
 

• position the XY axes to a location (if the machine has rotary axes, they are positioned 
also) 

• move the Z axis as needed to perform the desired operation 
• the "R-plane" is typically a clearance position for the Z 
• the "Z-plane" is typically the final depth of the drilling operation 

 
Note: Once programmed in a cycle, the R-plane and Z-plane values are saved by 
the system and are used as defaults for subsequent drilling cycles if these codes 

are omitted. 

G81 – Basic Drilling Cycle 
Format:  G81 X- Y- Z- A- R- F- D- M- S-  
 
The D-code may be used to specify the tool length offset to use for this drill cycle. 
 
The S-code may be used to specify the spindle speed. 
 
The M-code may be used to turn on the spindle (M03=clockwise, M04=counter-clockwise). 
 
Sequence description: 
 
 1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
 2.  Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
 3.  Move the Z-axis to the Z-code position (Z-plane) at the programmed feed (F-code). 
 4.  Move the Z-axis back to the R-plane at the rapid traverse rate. 
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G82 – Counterbore Cycle 
Similar to G81 cycle, except that there is an added dwell at the bottom of the drill stroke. 
 
Format:  G82 X- Y- Z- A- R- P- F-   
 
The D-code may be used to specify the tool length offset to use for this drill cycle. 
The S-code may be used to specify the spindle speed. 
The M-code may be used to turn on the spindle (M03=clockwise, M04=counter-clockwise). 
 
Sequence description: 
 
 1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
 2.  Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
 3.  Move the Z-axis to the Z-code position (Z-plane) at the programmed feed (F-code). 
 4.  Dwell by the time specified by the P-code in seconds 
 5.  Move the Z-axis back to the R-plane at the rapid traverse rate. 
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G83 – Deep Hole Drilling Cycle (Peck Drilling) 
Similar to G81 cycle, except that the final depth is reach by several drill strokes, each one getting 
deeper until the final depth is reached.  Every retract stroke comes completely out of the hole to 
the R-plane position; every drilling stroke rapids to a height of 0.050" above the last drilled 
depth, then it feeds to the new depth. 
 
Format:  G83 X- Y- Z- A- R- I- J- F- 
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
2.  Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
3.  Move the Z-axis to the position defined by the I-code at the programmed feed, then retract 

the Z-axis to the R-plane at the rapid traverse rate. 
4.  Move the Z-axis down to the first peck level I + J at programmed feed, then retract the Z-

axis to the R-plane at the rapid traverse rate. 
5.  Repeat feeding the Z-axis in successive pecks to its last down position plus the peck 

increment (J), until the final programmed depth (Z) is reached; then retract the Z-axis to 
the R-plane at rapid traverse. 

 
NOTE:  The value of the I-code (initial drill depth) is an absolute Z-axis position; 
the value of the J-code (pecking increment) is an unsigned incremental value for 

each subsequent drill stroke. 
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G84 – Tapping Cycle 
The G84 code is used for tapping operations.  For Monarch machines with air tapping capability, 
this cycle may be operated in a special mode where the Z-axis servo is uncoupled from the slide.  
(See M73, M74 codes)  For other systems, this is a servo tapping cycle where the Z-axis position 
is synchronized to spindle rotation. 
 
Format:  G84 X- Y- Z- A- R- K-  
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
2.  Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
3.  Move the Z-axis to the Z-code position, synchronized to the spindle rotation, based on the 

programmed thread lead (K-code).  The feedrate of the Z-axis move is a function of the 
spindle RPM and the thread lead. 

4.   Reverse the rotation of the spindle, and retract the Z-axis to the R-plane, synchronized to 
the spindle rotation, based on the programmed thread lead (K-code). 

5.  Run spindle in the original direction it was turning. 
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Prior to executing the G84 block, programming an M73 sets air tapping mode; M74 sets servo 
tapping mode.  In air tapping mode, an M10 code may be programmed prior to the G84 block to 
increase the air pressure for tapping. 
 
The starting spindle rotation may either be clockwise (right-hand thread), or counter-clockwise 
(left-hand thread).  

G85 – Boring Cycle with Dwell 
Similar to G82 cycle, except that the retract to the R-plane is made at the programmed feedrate 
instead of the rapid traverse rate. 
 
Format:  G85 X- Y- Z- A- R- P- F- D- M- S-  
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
2.  Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
3.  Move the Z-axis to the Z-code position (Z-plane) at the programmed feed (F-code). 
4.  Dwell by the time specified by the P-code in seconds, then move the Z-axis back to the R-

plane at the programmed feed. 
 
The D-code may be used to specify the tool length offset to use for this drill cycle. 
The S-code may be used to specify the spindle speed. 
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The M-code may be used to turn on the spindle (M03=clockwise, M04=counter-clockwise). 
 

 

G86 – Boring Cycle with Spindle Stop 
Similar to G85 cycle, except that at the bottom of the drill stroke the spindle is stopped prior to 
retracting the Z axis. 
 
Format:  G86 X- Y- Z- A- R- P- F- D- M- S-  
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
2.  Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
3.  Move the Z-axis to the Z-code position (Z-plane) at the programmed feed (F-code). 
4.  Dwell by the time specified by the P-code in seconds; stop the spindle; then move the Z-

axis back to the R-plane at the programmed feed. 
 
The D-code may be used to specify the tool length offset to use for this drill cycle. 
The S-code may be used to specify the spindle speed. 
The M-code may be used to turn on the spindle (M03=clockwise, M04=counter-clockwise). 
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G87 – Case Boring Cycle 
Similar to G81 cycle, except that the Z-axis does not retract to the R-plane after reaching the Z-
plane.  It is designed so that subsequent layers may be drilled without requiring full retract of the 
Z-axis, but allowing rapid positioning from one layer to the next. 
 
Format:  G87 X- Y- Z- A- R- F- D- M- S-  
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  (first block) Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
2.  (first block) Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
3.  (first block) Move the Z-axis to the Z-code position (Z-plane) at the programmed feed (F-

code). 
4.  (second block) Move to new R-code at rapid traverse rate. 
5.  (second block) Move to Z-position at the programmed feed. 

 
The D-code may be used to specify the tool length offset to use for this drill cycle. 
The S-code may be used to specify the spindle speed. 
The M-code may be used to turn on the spindle (M03=clockwise, M04=counter-clockwise). 

G87 X5. Y6. R3.5 Z3.0 F20.  ; drill first hole at X5 Y6, to depth of 3.0" 
      ; (no retract)  
R2.0 Z1.0    ; drill second hole by moving at rapid to Z 
      ; 2.0, then feeding to position of Z1.0 
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G88 – Boring Cycle with Dwell; Spindle Orient 
Similar to G86 cycle, except that when the spindle is stopped prior to retracting the Z-axis, the 
spindle is first oriented and XY are moved to avoid the boring bar touching the wall of the hole 
during retract. 
 
Format:  G88 X- Y- Z- A- R- F- D- I- J- M- S-  
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
2.  Move the Z-axis to the R-code position (R-plane) at the rapid traverse rate. 
3.  Move the Z-axis to the Z-code position (Z-plane) at the programmed feed (F-code). 
4.  Dwell by the time specified by the P-code in seconds; stop the spindle, and orient it at 0 

degrees. 
5.  Move the XY axes by the values specified in I & J, respectively 
6.  Move the Z-axis back to the R-plane at the programmed feed. 

 
The D-code may be used to specify the tool length offset to use for this drill cycle. 
The S-code may be used to specify the spindle speed. 
The M-code may be used to turn on the spindle (M03=clockwise, M04=counter-clockwise). 
 

 

G89 – Reverse Facing (Back Boring) Cycle 
This cycle is designed to bore 'from the bottom up' by positioning the boring tool through a pre-
drilled hole to start with, then bore in the positive direction.  The spindle is oriented and shifted 
off-center to allow passing the boring tool through the hole. 
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Format:  G89 X- Y- Z- A- R- F- D- I- J- M- S-  
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  Move to the position specified for XYA at the rapid traverse rate. 
2.  Stop and orient the spindle; move the Z-axis to the clearance position at the rapid traverse 

rate. 
3.  Shift the XY axes off center by the amount in I and J. 
4.  Rapid the Z-axis to the R-plane. 
5.  Shift XY back to center of hole and turn on spindle. 
6.  Feed Z to the Z-plane (positive direction) 
7.  Dwell by the time specified by the P-code in seconds 
8.  Return the Z-axis to the R-plane at the programmed feed. 
9.  Stop the spindle, and orient it at 0 degrees; move the XY axes by the values specified in I 

& J, respectively. 
10. Move the Z-axis back to the original starting level at rapid traverse. 
11. Shift the XY axes back to center position. 
12. Start the spindle. 

 
The D-code may be used to specify the tool length offset to use for this drill cycle. 
The S-code may be used to specify the spindle speed. 
The M-code may be used to turn on the spindle (M03=clockwise, M04=counter-clockwise). 
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M-Code Summary 
M-codes control machine miscellaneous functions, and as such can vary from machine to 
machine.  This list shown here is for a typical machining center application.  Most M-codes must 
be set up by the OEM in either the PMI program, or as an APP canned cycle, so actual 
implementation on specific machines vary. 
 

M-Code Summary 
M Code Descriptions 

M00 Program stop 
M01 Optional program stop 
M02 End of part program  
M03 Spindle on 
M04 Spindle on, counter-clockwise  
M05 Spindle off 
M06 Tool parameter definition 
M07 Tool offset definition 
M08 Flood coolant on  
M09 Coolant off (cancels M07, M08, M18)  
M10 High pressure tapping (used with M73 tapping mode)  
M11 Low pressure tapping (cancels M10) 
M15 Head down - move Z axis to routing depth 
M16 Head up - move Z axis to routing clearance height 
M18 Coolant on through spindle  
M19 Spindle orient, 0° 
M24 Step and Repeat: end of pattern 
M25 Step and Repeat: start of pattern 
M26 Step and Repeat: offset definition for pattern repeat 
M27 Step and Repeat: end of offset definitions 
M30 End of program 
M39 Spindle orient, 180° 
M42 Vacuum on 
M43 Vacuum off 
M48 Enable feedrate override (cancels M49)  
M49 Disable feedrate override (force override to 100%)  
M51 Probe Enable 
M58 Cancel M59 

M59 Temporary disable CSS mode and maintain spindle 
RPM 

M71 Z-axis clamp release  
M72 Z-axis clamp activate 
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M73 G84 tapping  by air (servo uncoupled) 
M74 G84 tapping by servo 
M80 Mirror X - step & repeat only 
M90 Mirror Y - step & repeat only 

M320-325 Rotate axis in open loop mode at specified RPM 
M330-335 Cancel M320-M325, stop at specific endpoint 

M931 X-axis mirror 
M941 Cancel X-axis mirror 
M932 Y-axis mirror 
M942 Cancel Y-axis mirror 

Program Execution Control (M00, M01) 
Part program execution may be halted in automatic mode by programming the M00 or M01 
codes.  When these codes are encountered, the control stops and waits for a CYCLE START 
from the operator before continuing. 
 

Program Halt Codes 
M00 

 
Unconditional Program Stop 

The program halts when this code is executed. 

M01 
 

Optional Program Stop 

The program halts only if the OPTIONAL STOP option is 
enabled by the operator.  OPTIONAL STOP is typically a touch 
key on the operator display. 

End of Program Code (M02, M30) 
The final block in the part program must either be an M02 or an M30 code, marking the end of 
program.  Either code functions the same. 
 
M02 is supported only for compatibility with older systems.  It is recommended to use the M30 
code for all new programs. 

Spindle Control (M03,M04,M05) 
Spindle on/off is controlled by these M-codes.  For systems with variable speed spindles, an S-
code is often programmed with the spindle on codes to set the spindle speed in RPM. 
 

Spindle Control Codes 
M03 Turns the spindle on, clockwise 
M04 Turns the spindle on, counter-clockwise 
M05 Turns the spindle off 
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Tool Change, Z axis Retract (M06) 
The M06 code is typically used along with the T-code to perform a tool change.  The Z-axis is 
always retracted to its home position, and other axes may be programmed to move in this block. 
 
Format:  M06 T- X- Y- A- W- 
 
Sequence description: 
 

1. Unclamp the Z-axis, if it was previously clamped with an M72 code 
2. Raise Z-axis to its home position 
3. If T-code is programmed, make tool change to this tool 
4. If T-code is not programmed, default to activating tool offset number equal to tool number 
5. Move any axis programmed in this block to its programmed endpoint at rapid traverse 

Coolant Control Codes (M07, M08, M09, M18) 
These M-codes activate various coolant options on the machine: 
 

Coolant Control Codes 
M07 Mist coolant on 
M08 Flood coolant on 
M18 Through-spindle coolant on 
M09 All coolants off 

Spindle Orient (M19, M39) 
Spindle orient codes are used to command the spindle to a stopped position at a known 
orientation. 
 

Spindle Orient Codes 
M19 Orient spindle to 0° 
M39 Orient spindle to 180° 

 
Orienting the spindle to 0° is the most common, and used during certain G80 series drill cycles, 
as well as for probing operations.  Orienting to 180° is used in certain probing operations. 

Feedrate Override Enable/Disable (M48, M49) 
During most machine movements, the operator has the capability to modify the programmed 
feedrate by a percentage (usually between 0-150%) by a switch on the operator panel.  The part 
programmer can inhibit this capability by programming the M49 code, which disables the 
operator feedrate override function. 
 

Feedrate Override Codes 
M48 Cancels M49 Code 
M49 Inhibit the operator feedrate override control; run all feedrates at 100% 
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Constant Surface Speed (CSS) Disable/Enable (M58, M59) 
Constant Surface Speed (CSS) is a feature typically used only in lathe applications, to vary the 
spindle speed based on position of the X-axis, in order to maintain a constant cutting feedrate 
relative to the part surface.  For a more detailed description of program codes for CSS mode, 
please refer to the CSS section.   
 

Constant Surface Speed Codes 
M58 Cancels M59.  CSS is re-enabled, if it was active and an M59 code was programmed. 

M59 In CSS mode, M59 temporarily disables CSS. Commanded spindle speed remains at its 
last value regardless of X axis position or any new S code. 

Probe Enable (M51) 
This code is used to enable the probe, if the machine is equipped.  Prior to executing the M51, 
the probe must be located in the spindle, and the spindle stopped at an orientation of 0 degrees 
(M39). 

Z-axis Clamp/Release (M71, M72) 
Clamping the Z-axis may be done to achieve extra rigidity of the tool, provided the machine is 
equipped with a Z-axis clamp feature.  When the Z-axis is clamped, the servo motor becomes 
disabled, relying on the mechanical clamp mechanism to hold the Z-axis in place.  When the Z-
axis is unclamped, the servo motor is re-enabled, and closed loop control of the Z-axis resumes. 
 

Z-Axis Clamp Control Codes 
M71 Unclamp the Z-axis. 
M72 Clamp the Z-axis. 

Tapping by Air/Servo (M10, M11, M73, M74) 
On machines with an 'air tapping' option, this M-code determines whether the air tapping method 
is used, or, alternately if servo tapping is used.  This M-code is looked at by the G84 tapping 
cycle program to determine the current active tapping mode.  By default, air tapping is active. 
 

Machine Tap Codes 

M73 
 

Air Tapping 
Mode 

During a G84 tap cycle, the Z-axis is positioned to it’s retract plane, and 
then is released from servo control, with a slight downward air pressure on 
the Z-axis.  The Z-axis motion for tapping then becomes controlled by the 
rotation of the spindle and the tap moving in the work piece.  Z-axis servo 
control is resumed when the tap cycle is complete. 

M74 
 

Servo Tapping 
Mode 

In this mode, during a G84 tap cycle, Z-axis servo controlled is maintained 
during the entire cycle.  The Z-axis position is synchronized to spindle 
rotation based on the desired thread lead. 
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Machine Tap Codes 
M10 

 
High Pressure 

Tap Mode 

This code only applies with tapping by air (M73), and provides a higher 
pressure down force during tapping. 

M11 
 

Low Pressure Tap 
Mode 

This is the default condition, applying low pressure when tapping by air 
(M73) 

 
The default mode of tapping is to use the machine feature that uncouples the Z-axis servo so that 
it can 'float' as the tap advances into the work piece. Within this mode, the M10 code may be 
used to provide additional pneumatic assist in pushing down on the Z-axis to engage the tap. 
 
Sequence description: 
 

1.  Position the Z-axis to the R-plane 
2.  Uncouple Z-axis from servo control, but continue to read position 
3.  With spindle rotating, Z-axis is pulled into work piece by tapping process 
4.  When the programmed Z-depth is reach, reverse spindle direction 
5.  With spindle rotating in reverse, the Z-axis is raised by the tapping process 
6.  Monitor position until Z-axis position is where tap is out of work piece 
7.  Re-engage Z-axis servo 
8.  Retract Z to the R-plane 

 
If high pressure tapping is desired, the M10 code must be programmed on the same block with 
the G84. The M10 is non-modal: if high pressure tapping is desired, it must be entered on each 
G84 block where it is to be used. 

Open Loop Mode (M320-325, M330-335) 
It is possible to command an axis (or multiple axes simultaneously) to rotate at a continuous 
RPM, not interpolating or synchronizing position with any other axis.  A typical application for 
this may be to run a rotary axis as both a spindle, or a positioning axis.  Along with the M-codes, 
certain APP program variables are used to specify RPM and position endpoint information. 
 

Open Loop Codes 

M320 – M325 

For each of up to six axes in the system, an axis may be commanded to be 
open loop.  M320 refers to the first axis, M321 to the second axis, and so on.  
The APP part program variables $30-$35 correspond to each of the six axes to 
specify the RPM for the axis to rotate in open loop mode.  A positive value 
for RPM rotates the axis in the positive direction; a negative value rotates the 
axis in the negative direction.  The RPM value may be changed while the axis 
is in motion. 
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Open Loop Codes 

M330 – M335 

For each of up to six axes in the system, these codes cancel the open loop 
mode for that axis.  M330 cancels M320; M331 cancels M321, and so on.  
Prior to executing the M330-M335 command, the APP variables $40-$45 
must be set to specify the endpoint for the axis to stop.  In order to stop 
immediately, set the endpoint to $0. 

 
Note 1:  Any axis running in open loop mode may not be programmed by letter 

code during that time. 
 

Note 2:  CONTROL RESET cancels any active M320 – M325 codes. 
 

(AV, $33 = 200) ; set RPM for the 4th axis to 200 
M323   ; run 4th axis in open loop at 200 RPM 
G00XY 
 . 
 .   ; make other axis moves 
 . 
(AV, $33 = -100) ; reverse direction of the 4th axis, run at 100 RPM 
 . 
 .   ; make other axis moves 
 . 
(AV, $43=90)  ; set up endpoint for 4th axis to stop at 90° 
M333   ; stop open loop ode for 4th axis, and position it at  
    ; 90° 
 

Alternately, in the second last block, if $43 was set equal to $0, then the 
4th axis would be stopped immediately with the M333 block, at no particular 
endpoint. 

Axis Mirror Codes (M931, M932, M941, M942) 
The M931/M941, M932/M942 codes affect the interpretation of the letter codes X and Y in the 
part program. An axis which has its coordinates "mirrored" reverses the sign of the programmed 
value. That is, a positive value becomes negative and a negative becomes positive. 
 
An M931 code mirrors all subsequent X-axis commands, and M932 mirrors the Y-axis 
commands. M941 and M942, respectively, cancel the mirror commands. 
 

Note: When axes are mirrored, the interpretation of clockwise/counter-clockwise 
for circular moves and right/left for cutter compensation may become reversed. If 
only one axis is mirrored, then the circle sense and CRC direction is reversed. If 

neither or both axes are mirrored, then these orientations do not change. 
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Fixture Offsets (E-Code) 
Fixture offsets are provided as a way to create a program coordinate system offset from the base 
machine coordinate system. 50 fixture offsets are provided which are defined by the operator and 
activated in the part program by the E-code. 
 
Fixture offsets apply to any of the interpolated axes. 
 
The E-code is programmed as a value from E0-E50, where E0 cancels any previously active 
fixture offset. 
 
If the E-code is programmed on a block along with an X, Y, Z, or A move, the axes moves to 
their programmed position with the new fixture offsets.  If none of the axes are programmed in 
the block with the E-code, the axes do not move, but its position register is updated to the current 
position in the new coordinate system. 

Tool Offsets (D-Code) 
The D-code specifies the current tool offset values to use.  
 

Milling:  Tool offsets include a length offset (Z axis) and a radius offset. The length offset 
takes place immediately upon execution of the D-code, to update the position register of 
the Z-axis accordingly. The radius offset applies only when cutter radius compensation 
(CRC) is active. 

 
Turning:  Tool offsets include offsets for X and Z, and a radius offset. The X and Z offsets 

take place immediately upon execution of the D-code, to update the position register of 
the axes accordingly. The radius offset applies only when cutter radius compensation 
(CRC) is active. 

 
The D-code may be any value from D0 - D200, where D0 is a zero offset for length and radius. 

Conversational Programming 
'Conversational Programming' on the SERIES 8 CNC refers to a macro library consisting of a set 
of APP routines pre-written to perform common operations on a milling machine. These cycles 
may be run from the conversational programming page, or called as subroutines from within a 
part program.   
 
APP cycles and conversational programming menus can also be created by the end user to 
replace or add to the set of cycles supplied with the CNC. 
 
When calling these cycles from a part program, for certain cycle parameters it may be desirable 
to call them 'undefined'. The APP variable ''$0'' denotes a value of undefined. Note that this is 
different than a value of ''0''.  A variable that is programmed as undefined tells the cycle to skip 
this option, or use a default value.   For example, when programming a finish feedrate and a 
roughing feedrate, programming the finish feedrate as undefined ($0) has the system use the 
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roughing feedrate for both cases; if a value of zero is entered, a finish feedrate of zero would be 
used. 
 
Every conversational program cycle haves two file components in the CNC: 
 

1. An "APP" file that contains the blocks for the cycle sequence.  This APP file is a 
parametric subroutine written with APP Type II commands. 

2. A "CNV" file that defines the parameters for the cycle.  The CNV file is what creates the 
'fill-in-the-blank' page that allows the operator to easily enter in the cycle parameters.  
The CNV file defines the number of parameters, the text for labeling them, and creates 
the "CLS" subroutine call to the APP program that actually runs the cycle. 

 
A powerful feature of conversational programming is the ability to build a sequence of cycle 
calls, using any of the cycles defined in this section.  In effect, the operator/programmer can 
create a complete program calling up tool changes, hole patterns, milling patterns, and combine 
these into a single program.  The sequences programmed may be saved under a program name 
and re-called at a later time for execution. 
 
For the cycles defined in this section, the operator/programmer generally needs to first use the 
"Activate Tool" cycle to define the tool number to be used, and associated parameters for spindle 
speed and tool offsets.  Subsequent cycle calls can be made, which uses these tool parameters 
until another "Activate Tool" cycle is called. 

Activate Tool 
APP cycle name: SETUP.APP 
CNV cycle name: ACTIVATE TOOL.CNV 
 
This cycle is used to define the tool number and related parameters that is used for subsequent 
cycles.  This cycle should be inserted prior to running any of the other cycles, and then needs 
only to be entered again if the tool, offsets, or spindle speed need to change.   
 

Note: Tthat some of the other cycles (bolt hole row and bolt circle, for example) 
allow for changing the spindle speed within the specific cycle. 

 
Activate Tool Parameters 

1 Tool Number Refers to tool location for automatic tool change 
2 Tool Offset Tool offset code (D-code), sets tool length and diameter 

3 Spindle Speed Desired spindle speed in RPM; a negative number rotates the spindle 
counter-clockwise 

4 Fixture Offset Fixture offset code (E-code) 
 
When executed, this cycle first does the following steps: 
 

• execute a tool change to the tool number specified 
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• if a tool offset number is specified, the new offset is activated, otherwise, any previously 
defined offset stay in effect 

• if a spindle speed is specified, the spindle turns on at the specified RPM.  A positive 
RPM runs the spindle clockwise and a negative RPM runs the spindle counter-clockwise  

• if a fixture offset number is specified, the new offset is activated, otherwise, any 
previously defined fixture offset stay in effect 

The Program Subroutine Call: 
(CLS,SETUP,1,2,3,4) 

(CLS,SETUP,1,1,1000,4) 

This subroutine makes a tool change to T1, tool offset 1 (D1), run the 
spindle clockwise at 1000 RPM, and activate fixture offset 4 (E4). 

Bolt Hole Row 
APP cycle name: BRW.APP 
CNV cycle name: BOLT HOLE ROW.CNV 
 
This cycle drills one or more rows of holes. Each hole may be drilled in a single stroke, or with a 
series of pecks. The rows may be parallel to the X axis, Y axis, or drilled on a diagonal. 
 

 
Bolt Hole Row Parameters 

1 Holes per Row Total number of holes in one row 
2 X Start X location of first hole in first row 
3 Y Start Y location of first hole in first row 
4 X End X location of last hole in first row 
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Bolt Hole Row Parameters 
5 Y End Y location of last hole in first row 

6 Z Rapid 
Position 

Z clearance plane for move between holes; if omitted, use current Z 
position 

7 Z Endpoint Z final depth of hole; if omitted, use no Z motion 
8 Depth of Peck Z peck increment; if omitted or 0, no pecking 
9 Z Feedrate Feedrate for drilling; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

10 Number of 
Rows Number of hole rows to be drilled 

11 X Spacing of 
Rows Distance in X from one row to next 

12 Y Spacing of 
rows Distance in Y from one row to next 

13 Skip Hole Number of hole to be skipped 
14 Skip Hole Number of hole to be skipped 
15 Skip Hole Number of hole to be skipped 

16 Tapping 
Option Set =1 to run tapping cycle instead of drilling cycle 

17 Servo Tapping 
Lead 

If zero or undefined ($0), and variable 16=1, then run tapping cycle at 
each hole position, using the air tapping feature.  If non-zero, then a rigid 
tapping cycle is used, and this parameter denotes the tapping lead. 

18 Change 
Spindle Speed 

If zero or undefined ($0), the spindle speed remains at its last 
programmed value.  Otherwise, this parameter sets a new spindle speed to 
be used for drilling this hole row. 

 
Variables 1-5 define one row of the hole pattern to be drilled. The cycle calculates the spacing 
between holes, such that the first hole and the last hole are drilled at the XY locations specified, 
and the holes in between are equally spaced so the total number of holes in the row is achieved. 
 
Variables 6-9 define the Z-axis movement of the drill strokes to be performed. 
 
Variables 10-12 define additional rows. Each row has the same hole pattern as the first row; the 
start of each row can be shifted in both X and Y. 
 
Variables 13-15 allow skipping holes within a row.  Up to four holes maybe skipped in a row.  
The same hole numbers are skipped in every row. 
 
Variables 16-17 define tapping options (instead of drilling the holes).   
 
Variable 18 allows setting a new spindle speed. 
 
The Program Subroutine Call: 
 
 (CLS,BRW,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18) 
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Single Row 

 (CLS,BRW,11,0,0,10,0,.1,-1.5,0,20,1,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0) 

This subroutine call drills eleven holes, starting at position X0Y0, ending 
at position X10.0Y0.0 (the holes are equally spaced at 1” apart). Each hole 
is drilled with the Z axis starting at .1”, to a final depth of -1.5”, with 
no pecking, at a feedrate of 20 IPM. Just a single row of holes is drilled, 
and no holes are skipped. 
 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raises to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 

 

Two Rows 

 (CLS,BRW,11,0,0,10,10,.1,-1.5,.3,20,2,0,2,3,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0) 

This subroutine call drills a first row with a pattern based on eleven 
holes, starting at position X0Y0, ending at position X10Y10 (the holes are 
equally spaced at 1” apart in X, 1” apart in Y -- a 45 degree row). Each 
hole is drilled with the Z-axis starting at .1”, to a final depth of -1.5”, 
with peck increments of .3, at a feedrate of 20 IPM. The third hole in this 
pattern is skipped, so there are only 10 holes drilled in this row.  A 
second row is drilled, starting at location X0Y2, ending at X10Y12. The 
second row has the same hole spacing and number of holes as the first row. 
 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raises to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 

 

Rigid Tapping, One Row of Holes 

 (CLS,BRW,11,0,0,10,0,.1,-1.5,0,$0,1,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0,1,.1,$0) 

This subroutine call taps eleven holes, starting at position X0Y0, ending 
at position X10.0Y0.0 (the holes are equally spaced at 1” apart). Each hole 
is tapped with the Z axis starting at .1”, to a final depth of -1.5”. Just 
a single row of holes is tapped, and no holes are skipped.  The tapping 
process uses rigid tapping, with a lead of .1" (that is, 10 threads per 
inch). 
 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raises to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 
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Bolt Circle 
APP cycle name: BCIRC.APP 
CNV cycle name: BOLT HOLE CIRCLE.CNV  
 
This cycle drills a pattern of holes such that all holes are located on the same circular pattern. 
 

 
 

Bolt Circle Parameters 

1 Number of 
Holes Total number of holes in one row 

2 X Center X location of first hole in first row 
3 Y Center Y location of first hole in first row 
4 Radius X location of last hole in first row 
5 Start Angle Y location of last hole in first row 

6 Z Rapid 
Position 

Z clearance plane for move between holes; if omitted, use current Z 
position 

7 Z Endpoint Z final depth of hole; if omitted, use no Z motion 
8 Depth of Peck Z peck increment; if omitted or 0, no pecking 
9 Z Feedrate Feedrate for drilling; if omitted, uses active feedrate 
10 Skip Hole Number of hole to be skipped 
11 Skip Hole Number of hole to be skipped 
12 Skip Hole Number of hole to be skipped 
13 Skip Hole Number of hole to be skipped 

14 Tapping 
Option Set =1 to run tapping cycle instead of drilling cycle 

15 Servo Tapping 
Lead 

If zero or undefined ($0), and variable 16=1, then run tapping cycle at 
each hole position, using the air tapping feature.  If non-zero, then a rigid 
tapping cycle is used, and this parameter denotes the tapping lead. 
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Bolt Circle Parameters 

16 Change 
Spindle Speed 

If zero or undefined ($0), the spindle speed remains at its last 
programmed value.  Otherwise, this parameter sets a new spindle speed to 
be used for drilling this hole row. 

 
Variables 1-5 define the hole pattern to be drilled. The cycle calculates the spacing between 
holes, such that all holes are drilled along the radius specified in variable 4, with a center as 
specified in variables 2 and 3. A complete circle of holes is assumed, equally spaced. 
 
Variables 6-9 specify the drill parameters for the holes: retract position, drill depth, and drill 
feedrate. The peck increment allows pecking capability; if omitted or zero, then the hole is 
drilled in one move. 
 
Variables 10-13 allow omitting up to four holes of the pattern. 
 
Variables 14-15 define tapping options (instead of drilling the holes).   
 
Variable 16 allows setting a new spindle speed. 
 
Program Subroutine Call: 
 
 (CLS,BCIRC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16)  

Full Circle 

 (CLS,BCIRC,4,2,3,4,0,.1,-1.5,$0,20,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0) 

This subroutine call drills four holes, on a radial pattern of 4” with a 
center at X2, Y3.  Thus, the four holes are drilled at locations X6Y3, 
X2Y7, X-2Y3,  X2Y-1. The start angle of zero sets the first hole in the X+ 
direction from center.   The drilled holes start at the Z.1 level and drill 
to the Z-1.5 level at a feedrate of 20 IPM. No holes are skipped. 

 

Circle with a Skipped Hole, Peck Drilling 

 (CLS,BCIRC,4,2,3,2,90,.1,-1.5,.1,20,2,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0) 

This subroutine call defines a drill pattern of four holes, on a radial 
pattern of 2” with a center at X2, Y3. Thus, the hole pattern has holes 
located at X2Y5, 0Y3,  X2Y1, X2Y-1.  The start angle of 90 degrees sets 
the first hole in the Y+ direction  from center. The drilled holes start at 
the Z.1 level and drill to the Z-1.5 level  at a feedrate of 20 IPM. The 
second hole (X0Y3) is skipped, so that only  three holes are drilled.   The 
holes are peck drilled, with successive depths .1" deeper than the 
previous. 
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At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raises to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 

 

Full Circle, Air Tapped Holes 

 (CLS,BCIRC,4,2,3,4,0,.1,-1.5,0,20,$0,$0,$0,$0,1,$0,$0) 

This subroutine call taps four holes, on a radial pattern of 4” with a 
center at X2, Y3.  Thus, the four holes are tapped at locations X6Y3, X2Y7, 
X-2Y3,  X2Y-1. The start angle of zero sets the first hole in the X+ 
direction from center.   The tapped holes start at the Z.1 level and tap to 
the Z-1.5 level at a feedrate of 20 IPM. No holes are skipped.  The tapping 
process is 'air' tapping. 
 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raise to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 

Rectangular Frame 
APP cycle name: RECTFRAM.APP 
CNV cycle name: RECTANGULAR FRAME.CNV  
 
This cycle mills a rectangular pattern. Tool diameter is accounted for in the final tool path, and 
the programmer may specify whether the tool path is inside or outside the finished surface. The 
Z depth for milling may be divided into multiple depths. 
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Rectangular Frame Parameters 
1 Length X axis frame size; required 
2 Width Y axis frame size; required 
3 X Center Center of frame, X axis; if omitted, uses current X position 
4 Y Center Center of frame, Y axis; if omitted, uses current Y position 

5 Z Rapid 
Position Height above frame to start plunge; if omitted, use starting Z position 

6 Z Endpoint Z position for final depth of cut; required 
7 Corner Radius Value of zero uses tool radius 

8 CW cut (1) 
CCW cut (-1) Direction of cut, if omitted, goes clockwise 

9 Inside (1) 
Outside(-1) Cutting path inside or outside frame; if omitted, inside 

10 Depth of Pass Multiple passes: Z incr. for each rough pass; if omitted, single pass 
11 Finish Cut Amount of material removal in final pass; if omitted, no final pass 
12 Z Feedrate Feedrate for plunge move; if omitted, uses active feedrate 
13 XY Feedrate Feedrate for all roughing moves; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

14 Finish 
Feedrate Final pass feedrate; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

15 Lead In / Out 
Radius 

Radius to use for lead in/out moves; if omitted, moves are made linearly 
to the edge of the frame 

 
Program Subroutine Call: 
 
 (CLS,RECTFRAM,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15)  
 

 (CLS,RECTFRAM,4.5,3,7,8.6,.1,-2.3,$0,-1,1,.5,.020,20,50,60,.5) 

This subroutine call mills a rectangular pattern on the inside of the 
rectangle, in a counter-clockwise direction.  The center of the pattern is 
X7.0Y8.0.  The pattern has a width of 4.5" in X, and 3.0" in Y.  The Z-axis 
rapids to a position of .1", then makes a series of roughing passes at the 
following depths:  -.5", -1.0", -1.5", -2.0", and -2.3" .  When the Z-axis 
is feeding to a new level, it does so at 20 IPM.  The roughing pass is 
0.020" in from the final dimension of the frame, at a feedrate of 50 IPM.  
A finish pass is made at the final XY dimensions using the full Z depth of 
-2.3", at a finish feedrate of 60 IPM.  The tool path for all XY dimensions 
is offset by the tool radius as defined by the active D-code.   The corner 
radius is the radius of the tool.  A lead-in, lead-out radius of .5" is 
used when moving the tool to/from the finished surface. 
 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis is raised to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 
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Circular Frame X, Circular Frame Y 
APP cycle name: CIRCFRMX.APP 
CNV cycle name: CIRCULAR FRAME X.CNV  
 
APP cycle name: CIRCFRAM.APP 
CNV cycle name: CIRCULAR FRAME Y.CNV  
 
These two cycles are similar, and both mill a circular pattern. Tool diameter is accounted for in 
the final tool path, and the programmer may specify whether the tool path is inside or outside the 
finished surface. The Z depth for milling may be divided into multiple depths. 
 
The two cycles differ only in the way approach moves are made to the edge of the circle.  The 
"X" version approaches the circle in the X-direction, and the "Y" version approaches from the Y-
direction.  This distinction is generally useful only when milling the outside of the circle, using a 
lead-in/lead-out radius, if there is a clearance issue or travel limit issue with the tool's motion 
outside the circle.  
 

 
 

Circular Frame X, Circular Frame X  Parameters 
1 Diameter Diameter of the finished circle 
2 X Center Center of circle, X axis; if omitted, uses current X position 
3 Y Center Center of circle, Y axis; if omitted, uses current Y position 

4 Z Rapid 
Position Height above frame to start plunge; if omitted, use starting Z position 

5 Z Endpoint Z position for final depth of cut; required 

6 CW cut (1) 
CCW cut (-1) Direction of cut, if omitted, goes clockwise 

7 Inside (1) 
Outside(-1) Cutting path inside or outside frame; if omitted, inside 
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Circular Frame X, Circular Frame X  Parameters 
8 Depth of Pass Multiple passes: Z incr. for each rough pass; if omitted, single pass 
9 Finish Cut Amount of material removal in final pass; if omitted, no final pass 
10 Z Feedrate Feedrate for plunge move; if omitted, uses active feedrate 
11 XY Feedrate Feedrate for all roughing moves; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

12 Finish 
Feedrate Final pass feedrate; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

13 Lead In / Out 
Radius 

Radius to use for lead in/out moves; if omitted, moves are made linearly 
to the edge of the frame 

 
Program Subroutine Call: 
 
 (CLS,CIRCFRMX,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13)     "X oriented approach" 
 (CLS,CIRCFRAM,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13)     "Y oriented approach" 

 (CLS,CIRCFRMX,4.5,7,8.6,.1,-2.3,-1,1,.5,.020,20,50,60,.5) 

This subroutine call mills a circular pattern on the inside of the 
rectangle, in a counter-clockwise direction.  The center of the circle is 
X7.0Y8.0.  The circle has a diameter of 4.5".  The Z-axis rapids to a 
position of .1", then makes a series of roughing passes at the following 
depths:  -.5", -1.0", -1.5", -2.0", and -2.3" .  When the Z-axis is feeding 
to a new level, it does so at 20 IPM.  The roughing pass is .020" in from 
the final dimension of the frame, at a feedrate of 50 IPM.  A finish pass 
is made at the final XY dimensions using the full Z depth of -2.3", at a 
finish feedrate of 60 IPM.  The tool paths for all XY dimensions are offset 
by the tool radius as defined by the active D-code.  A lead-in, lead-out 
radius of .5" is used when moving the tool to/from the finished surface. 
 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raises to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 

Rectangular Pocket 
APP cycle name: RECTPOCT.APP 
CNV cycle name: RECTANGULAR POCKET.CNV  
 
This cycle mills a rectangular pocket, removing all material from the center out to the 
programmed edges of the pocket. Tool diameter is accounted for in the final tool path. The Z 
depth for milling may be divided into multiple depths. 
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Rectangular Pocket  Parameters 
1 Length X axis pocket size; required 
2 Width Y axis pocket size; required 
3 X Center Center of pocket, X axis; if omitted, uses current X position 
4 Y Center Center of pocket, Y axis; if omitted, uses current Y position 

5 Z Rapid 
Position Height above pocket to start plunge; if omitted, use starting Z position 

6 Z Endpoint Z position for final depth of cut; required 
7 Corner Radius Value of zero uses tool radius 

8 CW cut (1) 
CCW cut (-1) Direction of cut, if omitted, goes clockwise 

9 Ramp (1) 
Plunge(-1) 

When moving Z axis to a deeper level, a 'ramp' moves Z along with XY, a 
'plunge' moves Z directly down. 

10 Depth of Pass Multiple passes: Z incr. for each rough pass; if omitted, single pass 
11 Finish Cut Amount of material removal in final pass; if omitted, no final pass 
12 Z Feedrate Feedrate for plunge move; if omitted, uses active feedrate 
13 XY Feedrate Feedrate for all roughing moves; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

14 Finish 
Feedrate Final pass feedrate; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

15 Lead In / Out 
Radius 

Radius to use for lead in/out moves; if omitted, moves are made linearly 
to the edge of the pocket 

16 Step Over 
Multiplier 

The 'step over' distance is the maximum amount the tool steps over during 
the roughing passes inside the pocket.  This is a multiplier of the 
programmed tool radius.  If omitted, the step over multiplier defaults to .9
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Program Subroutine Call: 
 
 (CLS,RECTPOCT,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16)  

 (CLS,RECTPOCT,4.5,3,7,8.6,.1,-2.3,.75,-1,1,.5,.020,20,50,60,.5,.8) 
 

This subroutine call mills a pocket in a rectangular shape, in a counter-
clockwise direction.  The center of the pattern is X7.0Y8.0.  The pattern 
has a width of 4.5" in X, and 3.0" in Y.  The Z-axis rapids to a position 
of .1", then makes a series of roughing passes at the following depths:  -
.5", -1.0", -1.5", -2.0", and -2.3" .  For each roughing pass, the tool 
starts at the right edge of the pocket and ramp the Z-axis down toward the 
center at a rate of 20 IPM.  The roughing passes made at all the various Z 
levels step over to remove material at no more than .8 * the tool diameter 
(actual step over amount is calculated so that each roughing pass takes the 
same amount, averaging the actual step over distance based on the total 
distance to move, the tool diameter, and the step over multiplier).   
During the roughing passes, the last pass is .020" in from the final 
dimension of the sides of the pocket.  The roughing pass is made at a 
feedrate of 50 IPM.  A finish pass is made at the final XY dimensions using 
the full Z depth of -2.3", at a finish feedrate of 60 IPM.  The tool path 
for all XY dimensions is offset by the tool radius as defined by the active 
D-code.   The corner radius is .75".  A lead-in, lead-out radius of .5" is 
used when moving the tool to/from the finished surface. 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raises to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 

Circular Pocket 
APP cycle name: CIRCPOCT.APP 
CNV cycle name: CIRCULAR POCKET.CNV  
 
This cycle mills a circular pocket, removing all material from the center out to the programmed 
diameter of the pocket. Tool diameter is accounted for in the final tool path. The Z depth for 
milling may be divided into multiple depths. 
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Circular Pocket  Parameters 
1 Diameter Final diameter of pocket to be milled, required 
2 X Center Center of pocket, X axis; if omitted, uses current X position 
3 Y Center Center of pocket, Y axis; if omitted, uses current Y position 

4 Z Rapid 
Position Height above pocket to start plunge; if omitted, use starting Z position 

5 Z Endpoint Z position for final depth of cut; required 

6 CW cut (1) 
CCW cut (-1) Direction of cut, if omitted, goes clockwise 

7 Ramp (1) 
Plunge(-1) 

When moving Z axis to a deeper level, a 'ramp' moves Z along with XY, a 
'plunge' moves Z directly down. 

8 Depth of Pass Multiple passes: Z incr. for each rough pass; if omitted, single pass 
9 Finish Cut Amount of material removal in final pass; if omitted, no final pass 
10 Z Feedrate Feedrate for plunge move; if omitted, uses active feedrate 
11 XY Feedrate Feedrate for all roughing moves; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

12 Finish 
Feedrate Final pass feedrate; if omitted, uses active feedrate 

13 Lead In / Out 
Radius 

Radius to use for lead in/out moves; if omitted, moves are made linearly 
to the edge of the pocket 

14 Step Over 
Multiplier 

The 'step over' distance is the maximum amount the tool steps over during 
the roughing passes inside the pocket.  This is a multiplier of the 
programmed tool radius.  If omitted, the step over multiplier defaults to .9

 
Program Subroutine Call: 
 
 (CLS,CIRCPOCT,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14)  
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 (CLS,CIRCPOCT,4.5,7,8.6,.1,-2.3,.75,-1,1,.020,20,50,60,.5,.8) 

This subroutine call mills a pocket in a circular shape, in a counter-
clockwise direction.  The center of the pocket is X7.0Y8.0.  The pocket has 
a diameter of 4.5".  The Z-axis rapids to a position of .1", then make a 
series of roughing passes at the following depths:  -.5", -1.0", -1.5", -
2.0", and -2.3" .  For each roughing pass, the tool starts at the right 
edge of the pocket and ramp the Z-axis down toward the center at a rate of 
20 IPM.  The roughing passes made at all the various Z levels steps over to 
remove material at no more than .8 * the tool diameter (actual step over 
amount is calculated so that each roughing pass takes the same amount, 
averaging the actual step over distance based on the total distance to 
move, the tool diameter, and the step over multiplier).   During the 
roughing passes, the last pass is 0.020" in from the final dimension of the 
diameter of the pocket.  The roughing pass is made at a feedrate of 50 IPM.  
A finish pass is made at the final XY dimensions using the full Z depth of 
-2.3", at a finish feedrate of 60 IPM.  The tool path for all XY dimensions 
is offset by the tool radius as defined by the active D-code.  A lead-in, 
lead-out radius of .5" is used when moving the tool to/from the finished 
surface. 
 
At the end of the cycle, the Z-axis raises to the position where it was 
located before the cycle call, and XY move to their location before the 
cycle call. 

Advanced Programming Package (APP) 
 
The Advanced Programming Package (APP) is a powerful and flexible extension to the standard 
programming language.  This power and flexibility is derived from the following features: 
 

• The capability for the OEM or end user to write custom cycles which are called by 
conventional G, M or T codes or by a special subroutine call command. 

• Powerful looping and conditional testing capability. 
• Access and control of global and local variables. 
• Embedded arithmetic expressions. 

 
In short, APP provides the user with the programming tools that are associated with a high level 
language. 

Type I and Type II Data Blocks 
APP allows use of Type I and Type II data blocks in a part program as defined in EIA Standard 
RS-447.   
 
Data outside parentheses are Type I which is conventional data defined in EIA Standard RS-274.   
 
Data inside parentheses are Type II which consists of a mnemonic (which defines an operation) 
usually followed by arguments.  Many Type II commands are defined for use by the APP 
processor and these are described later in this section. 
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APP Part Program Rules 
The following rules are in force when running part programs in APP mode: 
 

• Some blocks can get very long and the programmer is reminded that blocks can be up to 
3 lines long by using a semicolon (;) as a continuation character in the first (and second) 
line.  An MDI block cannot contain a semicolon. 

• All numeric data are read in floating point format. 
• Only one APP command is allowed per block. 
• Blocks containing APP commands may not contain any letter codes except for N. 

Use of Variables and Expressions 
The numeric value for any Type I letter code or Type II argument can be defined by a constant, a 
single variable, a subscripted variable or an expression.  Constants, variables and expressions are 
processed in floating point format with seven significant digits.  Expressions can consist of 
variables, functions and constants all related by operators.  Data is rounded only when required 
by a part program letter code, a PMI variable, a function or a (FOR) loop construct. 

Type I (Digits beginning with # are variables) 
 
 Constants  : G00 X1.2 Z-7.689 F.015 
 Variables  : G00 X#3 Z#2 
 Expressions : G01 X#3+2.7 Z#10*1.3 F.010*#1 
 Mixed   : G00 X1.2 Z#1*(#3-2) 

Subscripted Variables 
A subscripted variable is written as a variable identifier followed by an expression inside square 
brackets: 

 #3[%5+2];   %1[0];   %1[2] 

The expression inside the brackets is first evaluated to an integer (whole) number.  The result is 
used as an index which is added to the location of the programmed variable giving the location 
of the required value.  The index value for the first element of a subscripted variable is 0 not 1.  
The index value can be negative.   
 
To demonstrate, the expression #14[-4] accesses global variable #10 and the expression #4[3] 
accesses the global variable #7.  An attempt to access a variable beyond the legal range results in 
an APP error. 

Variables 

System Variables (:) 
System Variables (:101 - :156) 
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System Variables (:101 - :156) 
:101 probe trigger position, from machine zero, axis 0 
:102 probe trigger position, from machine zero, axis 1 
:103 probe trigger position, from machine zero, axis 2 
:104 probe trigger position, from machine zero, axis 3 
:105 probe trigger position, from machine zero, axis 4 
:106 probe trigger position, from machine zero, axis 5 
:111 probe trigger position, from program zero, axis 0 
:112 probe trigger position, from program zero, axis 1 
:113 probe trigger position, from program zero, axis 2 
:114 probe trigger position, from program zero, axis 3 
:115 probe trigger position, from program zero, axis 4 
:116 probe trigger position, from program zero, axis 5 
:120 if 1, then probe changed state during last move; otherwise 0 
:121 for APP command (PRB,2), this flag =1 when probe signal changes state 
:123 counts per inch, axis 1 
:124 counts per inch, axis 2 
:125 counts per inch, axis 3 
:126 counts per inch, axis 4 
:127 counts per inch, axis 5 
:128 counts per inch, axis 6 

  
:150 fast feedrate used for initial approach in probing move 
:151 slow feedrate used for back off probing move to capture position 
:152 probe offset in the X+ direction 
:153 probe offset in the Y+ direction 
:154 probe offset in the X- direction 
:155 probe offset in the Y- direction 
:156 saved value of the probe calibrate ring diameter 

 
:1000 - :1299 = fixture offset table values 
 
These variables give the programmer direct read/write access to the data in the fixture offset 
table as follows: 
 
Fixture Offset [offsnum] [axis]   offsnum = id / 6 axis    = id % 6 
 

System Variables (:1000 - :1299) 
:1000 fixture offset 1, axis 1 
:1001 fixture offset 1, axis 2 
:1002 fixture offset 1, axis 3 
:1003 fixture offset 1, axis 4 
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System Variables (:1000 - :1299) 
:1004 fixture offset 1, axis 5 
:1005 fixture offset 1, axis 6 
:1006 fixture offset 2, axis 1 
:1007 fixture offset 2, axis 2 
:1008 fixture offset 2, axis 3 
:1009 fixture offset 2, axis 4 
:1010 fixture offset 2, axis 5 
:1011 fixture offset 2, axis 6 
↓ ↓ 

:1298 fixture offset 50, axis 5 
:1299 fixture offset 50, axis 6 

 
:2000 - :2399 = tool offset table values 
  
These variables give the programmer direct read/write access to the data in the tool offset table 
as follows: 
 
Tool Offset [offsnum] [index]  offsnum = id / 2  index    = id % 2 
 0 = length 
 1 = diameter 
 

System Variables (:2000 - :2399) 
:2000 tool offset 1, length 
:2001 tool offset 1, diameter 
:2002 tool offset 2, length 
:2003 tool offset 2, diameter 
↓ ↓ 

:2398 tool offset 200, length 
:2399 tool offset 200, diameter 

Part Program Variables ($) 
These variables are identified by a dollar sign ($) followed by a number referencing the variable.  
The following background variables are defined along with their Read-Only (R) or Read-Write 
(R/W) status: 
 

Part Program Variables ($0 - $103) 
$0 undefined variable; (R) 

$1[ ] current programmed position for each axis (6 max); (R) 
$9 active cutter radius compensation value; (R) 
$10 X axis current position offset; (R) 
$11 Y axis current position offset; (R) 
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Part Program Variables ($0 - $103) 
$12 current modal G code: 0=G0; 1=G1; 2=G2; 3=G3; (R) 

$21[ ] current position offset for each axis (6 max); (R) 
$30[ ] *commanded RPM per axis to rotate in open loop mode {M320-M325} (R/W) 
$40[ ] *endpoint per axis when exiting open loop mode {M330-M335} (R/W) 
$100 absolute/incremental mode: 0 = ABS; 1 = INCR; (R) 
$101 plane selected: 0=XY; 1=YZ; 2=ZX; (R) 
$102 English or Metric input mode: 0 = English; 1 = Metric; (R) 
$103 current feedrate; (R) 

 
*   $30[ ] and $40[ ] are used with the M320-M325, and M330-M335 codes to 

request an axis to run in open loop mode.  For example, to run what is normally a 
positioning rotary axis at some constant RPM. 

 
Variables $200-$204 are written to by the G81-G89 drilling canned cycles to set certain values 
as defaults for later cycle calls: 
 

Part Program Variables ($200 - $204) 
$200 R-plane 
$201 Z-plane 
$202 dwell time in seconds 
$203 G83 initial depth (canned cycles) 
$204 G83 incremental depth (canned cycles) 

 
Variables $205-$209 are written to by certain probe cycles to pass data back to the main program 
so that they can be used by the programmer if necessary.  The exact meaning of each of these can 
vary based on the last probe cycle run; the descriptions below show generally how they are used: 
 

Part Program Variables ($205 - $209) 
$205 position of X for either an edge, or center 
$206 position of Y for either an edge, or center 
$207 saved dimension for probed Z surface (default until asked to re-measure) 
$208 saved diameter for circle and cylinder probe routines 
$209 default Z-axis level for probing cycles 

 
Variables $210-220 are currently available as spare program variables, intended for use with 
canned cycles similar to the variables $200-$209. 
 

Part Program Variables ($221) 

$221 used in router systems that have M15/M16 head down/up control to indicate when to 
activate or de-activate CRC 
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$0 is a system variable whose value is always undefined.  Its use is illustrated by examples in a 
later section of this document. 
 
$1[ ] is an array of variables containing the current programmed position of each axis in the 
system.  Since there are a maximum of six programmed axes in the SERIES 8, the array contains 
six elements which would be accessed by subscripts 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.  Of course, the number 
of axes in a specific system varies. 
 
$101 applies only to systems with the plane select feature. 

PMI Variables (@) 
These variables are identified with a @ followed by a number between 1 and 99.  Data may be 
passed between the part program and PMI by using special PMI general purpose interface 
variables that have been set aside for that purpose.  There are 99 read-write variables numbered 
@1 to @99 and 99 read-only variables numbered @101 to @199.   
 
The PMI program uses inputs @PIN[1] to @PIN[99] (which are the same as @1 to @99) and 
outputs @POUT[1] to @POUT[99] (which are the same as @101 to @199). 
 
PMI variables are created by the machine builder and built into the machine interface program 
for special functions unique to a specific machine. 
 

Assume the machine has an interchangeable fixture plate.  A set of three 
switches on the machine table provides a binary code to identify the 
fixture (0-7).  Within the part program, a check needs to be made to see 
which fixture is mounted on the machine, and by this determine which part 
of the program to execute. 
 
In PMI, the following statements would be needed: 

$INPUT 
FIXTUR    = 0/0-2/B ? HSSB address '0', bits 0-3 define the fixture  
     ? inputs 
@POUT[1]  = FIXTUR ? assign PMI-APP output variable 1 to the value of 
     ? FIXTUR 

In the part program, the program blocks check the status of the PMI-APP 
variable to determine which blocks to execute: 

(IFT, @101 = 1)      ; fixture #1 is present ("@101" is the PMI variable 
     ; @POUT[1]) 
 . 
 .     ; blocks for program #1 (skipped if @101 does not 
     ; equal 1) 
 . 
(EIF)    ; end of IFT section 
(IFT, @101 = 2)      ; fixture #2 is present 
 . 
 .     ; blocks for program #2 (skipped if @101 does not 
     ; equal 2) 
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 . 
(EIF)    ; end of IFT section 

Global Variables (#) 
Global variables are identified by a pound sign (#) followed by a number between 1 and 100.  
They are Read-Write variables which are accessible to any program, subroutine or cycle.  A 
global variable can be accessed as a single variable or as an array.  The advantage of an array is 
that its elements can be accessed by subscript from within a loop.   

 
The total number of global variables used by a program may not exceed 100. 

 
Global variables also retain their value after the end of a part program, and therefore can be used 
from one program to the next.  Global variables are set to zero whenever software is first loaded 
in the control. 

Local Variables (%) 
Local variables are identified by a percent sign (%) followed by a number.  They are Read-Write 
variables that are accessible from the main program and subroutines or cycles.  Local variables 
are temporary memory locations that are automatically allocated on an "as needed" basis when a 
subroutine or cycle is called, and are de-allocated when part program execution returns to the 
calling program.  Local variables used by a main program are maintained until an End of 
Program command or another program is selected.  Data from local variables that have been de-
allocated (by an (EDF) command) are lost and can no longer be accessed.  The allocation and de-
allocation process is done for each level of subroutine nesting. 

Assume a part program calls subroutine SUB1 and that SUB1 in turn calls 
SUB2; also assume that SUB1 requires 3 local variables and SUB2 requires 5.   
 
The 3 local variables for SUB1 are referenced as %1, %2, %3.   
 
The 5 local variables for SUB2 are referenced as %1, %2, %3, %4, %5.   
 
**Note: If %1 for SUB1 is not the same variable as %1 for SUB2.** 
When SUB1 calls SUB2 a total of 8 local variables are in use.  If this 
total exceeds 50 the message "local variable table overflow" is displayed 
and part program processing stops. 

On entering a subroutine or cycle, all local variables for that level are undefined.  Local variables 
are first allocated as dummy variables for subroutine and cycle arguments.  Other local variables 
become defined as they are assigned a value in the procedure. 

Subscripted Global and Local Variables 
Global and local variables may also be accessed with a subscript (index).  This is what happens 
when a subscripted variable is accessed.  The index, which may be an expression, is evaluated to 
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a whole number.  This number is then added to the specified variable number.  The result is the 
new variable number to be accessed.   

The following expressions all access global variable #10 : 

 #9[1] 
 #10[0] 
 #12[-2] 
 #1[9] 
 #6[4] 
 #10 

 

If six global variables, #9 through #14, are to be increased by some amount 
stored in local variable %2 then instead of writing these six expressions: 

 (AV,#9 = #9 + %2) 
 (AV,#10 = #10 + %2) 
 (AV,#11 = #11 + %2) 
 (AV,#12 = #12 + %2) 
 (AV,#13 = #13 + %2) 
 (AV,#14 = #14 + %2) 

The following (FOR) loop could be used instead: 

 (FOR,%1=0,5) 
 (AV,#9[%1] = #9[%1] + %2) 
 (ELP)  

APP does not require subscripted variables to be declared before use.  It only checks that the 
effective variable number is within legal range.  It is the programmer's responsibility to prevent a 
subscripted variable from overlapping one that is already being used.  This could happen, for 
example, if the index were miscalculated. 

Variable Display Page 
The variable display page is accessed from the PROGRAM MENU, then selecting APP 
Variables, then selecting the variable type to view. 
  
On the variable display pages the variable identifier is displayed first, followed by its value.  The 
value is displayed as seven significant digits plus a decimal point and an optional minus sign.  
There is always at least one digit displayed before the decimal point. 

Global variables are displayed as follows: 
 
GLOBAL VARIABLES (#) 
 
1  23.78934  2 -1.745723  3  0.016278  4  0.000000  5  1.000000   
6  0.000000 7  1.000000  8  440.0000  etc.... 
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Local variables are displayed in groups according to the program currently executing.  The level 
number, device and program name are displayed first, followed by the variable number and value 
in use at that level. 
 
Values that are too large, too small or undefined are displayed as follows: 
 

Value Range Displayed 
x > 9,999,999 +>>>>>>>> 

0 < x < 0.0000001 +<<<<<<<< 
x < -9,999,999 ->>>>>>>> 

-0.0000001 < x < 0 -<<<<<<<< 
undefined ********* 

 
Global variables have an option of being displayed as READ-ONLY, or as READ-WRITE.  In 
READ-WRITE mode, the operator has the ability to enter new values for the global variables. 
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APP Operators, Functions, and Expressions 
Variables and letter codes may be assigned values which are computed from an expression.  
Expressions may consist of operators, functions and constants. 

APP Operators 
Operators can be arithmetic, relational or logical.  The following operators may be used in an 
expression: 
 

Arithmetic Operation Symbol 
Exponentiation ** 
Addition + 
Subtraction - 
Multiplication * 
Division / 
Negation (unary minus) - 

 
Relational Operation Symbol 

Equal = 
Not Equal /= 
Greater than > 
Greater than or equal >= 
Less than < 
Less than or equal <= 

 
Logical Operation Symbol 
And & 
Or ! 

APP Functions 
The following functions may be used in any expression: 
 

APP Function 
Function Mnemonic Range of X 
Absolute Value ABS  
Integer (truncate) INT  
Round (nearest integer) RND  
Sine SIN  
Cosine COS  
Tangent TAN  
Arc Sine ASN -1 <= x <= 1 
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Arc Tangent ATN  
Log (natural) LOG x > 0 
ex EXP  
Square Root SQR x >= 0 

 
In order for the control to distinguish between a letter code and the start of a function, the 
function must always be preceded by an open parenthesis.   
 

Note: Trigonometrical functions SIN, COS and TAN take arguments in degrees.  
ASN and ATN return values in degrees.  If the value of the argument passed to a 

function is not within the required range an error is reported.  See section 4.20.11 
for a list of APP error messages. 

APP Expressions 
Expressions are evaluated from left to right.  Parentheses may be used to change the order of 
evaluation, with the lowest level being evaluated first.   

1 - 3 - 5 + 2 = -5 
 
but    
 
(1 - 3) - (5 + 2) = -9 

In the absence of parentheses the following hierarchy applies to expression evaluation: 
 

Functions, Negation Highest, performed first

** 

*,/ 

+,- 

Relational Operations

 

Logical Operations Lower performed last 
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APP Type II Commands 
The following table lists all the Type II commands available in APP mode.  Refer to the notes for 
further operational details. 
 

APP Function 
Command Syntax Notes 
Assign Value (AV,var=expr,var=expr,...) A,C 
Zero Globals (ZGV) A,C 
Comment (COM,text) A 
For Loop (FOR,var=expr1,expr2,expr3)  A 
While Loop (WHL,relational expression) A 
End of Loop (ELP)  A 
If-Then (IFT,relational expression) A 
Else (ELS) A 
End if (EIF) A 
Define Cycle (DFC,name,arg,arg,...) A,B 
Define Subroutine (DFS,name,number of args) A 
Call Subroutine (CLS,name,arg,arg,...) C 
End of Definition (EDF) A 
Go To (GTO,Nxxxx) A 
Display Text (DSP,row,column,"format string"[,arg,arg,...][,attribute])  
Wait for Input (KEY,var)  
Write Data to File (WRT,"format string"[,arg,arg,...])  
Probe Operation (PRB,x,y)  

 
A) The block is not processed like a regular program block.  It does not stop in single block 

mode, nor does CRC treat it as a non-motion block.  It cannot be executed from MDI 
unless otherwise specified. 

B) Arguments are letter codes. 
C) This command can be executed from MDI. 

Assign Value (AV) 
The (AV) command sets a variable to a particular value.  Multiple variables may be assigned in 
one command. The form of the (AV) command is: 
 
 (AV,var=expr,var=expr...) 
 

Assign Value Parameters 
var any Read-Write variable 
expr expression to be evaluated for var 
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(AV,#5 = 10.24, #7 = 5*#8) 
(AV,%4 = %1*(%2 + %3)) 

The 'assign value' command is also an implied command if no APP command is 
given.  That is, the format of "AV," can be omitted, simply setting a 
variable equal to a value: 

(#5 = 10.24, #7 = 5*#8) 
(%4 = %1*(%2 + %3)) 

An (AV) command may not assign an undefined value to a system variable. 

Zero Global Variables (ZGV) 
The (ZGV) command sets all global variables to zero.  There are no parameters. 

Comment Line (COM) 
The (COM) command is used to insert comments into a part program.  The text may consist of 
any alphanumeric characters. 
 
 (COM,START OF FINISHING PASS) 

FOR Loop Command (FOR) 
The (FOR) command has the form: 
 
 (FOR,var=expr1,expr2,expr3) 
 

Assign Value Parameters 
var controlled variable 
expr1 initial value of var 
expr2 final value of var 

expr3 incremental value which is added to var each time the loop is completed.  If omitted, it 
defaults to +1 

 
The expressions are evaluated as signed floating point numbers.  If expr3 is programmed it must 
be non-zero.  When the (FOR) command is executed, var is set to the value of expr1.  Part 
program blocks are executed until the end loop command (ELP) is found.  The (FOR) command 
is executed again and var is incremented by expr3.  If expr3 is positive and the new value of var 
is less than or equal to expr2, or expr3 is negative and the new value of var is greater than or 
equal to expr2, execution continues with the first block after the (FOR) command.  Otherwise, 
execution continues with the block after (ELP).  If var is greater than expr2 (expr3 positive) or 
less than expr2 (expr3 negative) on the first pass through the loop, the loop is skipped and 
execution continues with the block after (ELP). 

 G00G95X-1.Z-1.   ; rapid to position X-1.0, Z-1.0 
 (FOR,#2=-.005,-.02,-.005) ; set up loop parameters: 
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      ; 2 starts at -.005, increments by -.005 
      ; each pass until it reaches -.020. 
 G33Z-2.K.055   ; make threading pass to Z-2." 
 G00X-.5    ; retract X-axis 
 Z-1.     ; bring Z back to start 
 X-1.+#2    ; move X in to new depth 
 (ELP)     ; loop until complete 
 
This program would make four threading passes along the Z-axis, each time 
moving in .005" on the X-axis dimension (depth of thread). 

WHILE Loop Command (WHL) 
The (WHL) command has the form: 
 
 (WHL,expression) 
 

While Loop Parameters 
expression An expression which usually contains at least one relational operator 

 
The loop is terminated by an (ELP) command.  The loop repeats itself as long as expression is 
true.  When expression becomes false, program execution continues with the block after (ELP). 

Roughing pass that removes .1" each pass until X is <= 5" 

G90 G00 X7.05 Z5 
(WHL,$1[0]>5.05)     $1[0] is the current X coordinate 
G91 G00 X-.15 
G01 Z-3 F50 
G00 X.05 
Z3 
(ELP) 

Loop Nesting 
Loop nesting is allowed to a level of five; that is, there may be up to four loops within a loop.  
These loops may be any mix of (FOR) or (WHL) loops.  Each loop must have its own (ELP).  
Loop nesting is independent of subroutine and cycle nesting. 

If-Then-Else (IFT) 
The (IFT) command allows conditional execution of a section of part program blocks.  When 
used in conjunction with the (ELS) command, one of two alternate sections of part program 
blocks are executed.  This is a standard if-then-else structure.   
 
The (IFT) command has the form: 
 
 (IFT,expression) 
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If-Then-Else Loop Parameters 
expression An expression which usually contains at least one relational operator 

 
If the value of the expression is non-zero the result is true, else the result is false.  The section of 
the part program controlled by the (IFT) command is always terminated with an (EIF) command 
and may or may not include an (ELS) command. 
 

Without (ELS) 

(IFT,#5 = #8) 
N0100........ 
N0110........ 
(EIF) 
N0200........ 

When #5 is equal to #8, the sequence is: 

 N0100, N0110, N0200.  

When #5 is not equal to #8, the sequence is: 

 N0200 

 

With (ELS) 

N0050....... 
(IFT,#5 = #8) 
N0100....... 
N0105....... 
(ELS) 
N0120....... 
(EIF) 
N0200....... 

When #5 is equal to #8, the sequence is: 

 N0050, N0100, N0105, N0200 

When #5 is not equal to #8, the sequence is: 

 N0050, N0120, N0200 

There is no limit to (IFT) nesting but any nested (IFT) structure must be within the same section 
(either all before an (ELS) or all after an (ELS)) of the outer (IFT) structure. 
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Combinations of Loops and (IFT) Commands 
If an (IFT) command is within a loop, it’s associated (ELS) and (EIF) commands must be within 
that loop.  If a (FOR) or (WHL) command is within an (IFT) section of blocks, its associated 
(ELP) must be within that same section. 
 

Permitted combinations: Illegal combinations:

(IFT,.......) 
....... 
(WHL,.......) 
....... 
(ELP) 
....... 
(ELS) 
....... 
(FOR,.......) 
....... 
(ELP) 
....... 
(EIF) 
 
 
(FOR,.......) 
....... 
(IFT,.......) 
....... 
(ELS) 
....... 
(EIF) 
....... 
(ELP) 

(FOR,.......) 
....... 
(IFT,.......) 
....... 
(ELP) 
....... 
(EIF) 
 
(IFT,.......) 
....... 
(WHL,.......) 
....... 
(ELS) 
....... 
(ELP) 
....... 
(EIF) 

Subroutines and Cycles 
Subroutines and cycles are collectively referred to as procedures.  A subroutine is an independent 
part program module that is called by a command from the executing part program.  The call 
may contain arguments that are input to or output from the subroutine.  A cycle is an independent 
part program module that is called by an M or G code from the executing part program.  Any M 
or G code not used by the executive may call a cycle, though there is nothing to prevent an APP 
cycle replacing an executive M or G code.    APP G cycles are modal; that is, every succeeding 
block is treated as the G code cycle until the mode is canceled by programming a non-APP G 
code.  M code cycles are not modal. 
 
Arguments provide communication between a calling program and a subroutine or cycle.  In 
addition, subroutines can pass data back to the calling program in arguments.  By using 
arguments, a procedure can be written in a completely general fashion that does not specify the 
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use of any particular constants or variables except its own local variables.  Inputs to and outputs 
from the procedure are defined only when it is called and can be different for each call. 

 
NOTE: A cycle may not call another cycle.  That is, all G, M, and T-codes within 
a canned cycle must be executive type codes, and cannot be another APP cycle.  

Subroutines, however, may call other subroutines or they may call an APP cycle. 

Storage Location for Subroutines and Cycles 
Subroutines and cycles are stored in folders on the PC hard disk, and then automatically copied 
to the MC840 board when the SERIES 8 software is first started.  There are two different folders 
where these APP routines are stored: one for user-defined cycles, and one for OEM-defined 
cycles.   OEM cycles are supplied with the control by the machine builder, and should not be 
changed; user cycles are created by the end user as needed.   
 
When the SERIES 8 copies the APP cycles to the MC840 disk, it copies the OEM cycles first, 
then the user cycles.  In the event that a user cycle is defined with the same name as an OEM 
cycle, the user cycle overwrites the OEM cycle. 
 
The pathnames for the folders for user and OEM cycles are defined in the SERIES8.INI file.  
The typical locations for these are as follows:  
 
USER APP FILES:   C:\Documents and Settings\Series 8 CNC\APP\ 
 
OEM APP FILES:  C:\Program Files\SIEB-MEYER\Series8\APP\ 
 
As mentioned above, files in these folders are copied to the MC840 board when software is first 
loaded.  If files are added or edited after the SERIES 8 software is loaded, the command 
"UPDATE APP FILES" in the PROGRAM menu is used to copy the current contents of the APP 
folders to the MC840 board. 
 
In addition, it is possible to create subroutines (but not M or G code cycles) by appending them 
to the end of the part program.  After the M30 block indicating the end of the part program, the 
'define subroutine' code (DFS) code can be programmed followed by the subroutine blocks and 
ending with (EDF).  Multiple subroutines can be appended to the end of the part program file.  
These subroutines get copied to the MC840 board at the time the part program is selected. 

Procedure Structure 
The first block of a procedure must be a Type II definition command.   
 
For subroutines: 
 
 (DFS,name,n) 
 

Subroutine Parameters 
name name of the subroutine, may be 8 characters or less 
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Subroutine Parameters 
n number of arguments for that subroutine even if the number is zero 

 
For cycles: 
 
 (DFC,name[,arg1,arg2,...]) 
 

Cycle Parameters 

name 
name of the cycle which must be Gxx, Mxx (xx is the G or M code which 
calls the cycle), or T.  G and M code cycle names must be three characters 
long 

arg1, arg2, etc. are optional letter code addresses that are passed as arguments for that cycle 
 
The body of a procedure follows the definition command.  The procedure must never contain an 
end of program code (M30,M02).  An End of Definition (EDF) command is the last block of 
every procedure.  If the file contains more than one procedure, the definition command for the 
next procedure follows the (EDF) block of the previous one. 

Main program with one subroutine and one cycle. 

 (DFS,SUB1,5) 

 body of SUB1 

 (EDF) 
 (DFC,G85,X,Z,R) 

 body of G85 
 (EDF) 
 main program 

 M30 

Procedure Naming 
 
Each procedure is stored in a single file, and must be copied to the MC840 board or attached to 
the end of the main program before the main part program is selected.  All APP procedure files 
must have a file name that is identical to that used in the (DFS) or (DFC) command for that 
procedure and in addition must have the extension ".APP".   
 
For subroutines, any legal Windows filename may be used as the subroutine name, and the file 
name is that same name with an ".APP" extension: 
 

Subroutine "drill" filename: DRILL.APP 
 
For M and G code cycles, the name of the procedure is the name of the M or G code, for 
example: 
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G83 cycle filename:  G83.APP 
M06 cycle filename:  M06.APP 

 
To avoid possible conflict with other G or M codes used by the CNC software or the PMI 
program, it is required to pre-define in PMI those M or G codes used as APP cycles.  The 
exception to this is the G80-G89 drilling cycles, which are automatically assumed by the CNC 
software to be APP cycles. 

To define an M or G code to be an APP cycle, it is specified in PMI in the 
following manner: 

$MCODE 
@M06/A 
 
$GCODE 
@G52/A 
@G53/A 

The "A" parameter designates this code as an APP cycle. 
 
It is also possible to create an APP cycle code that is already an existing code in the CNC 
software.   

Creating a canned cycle for the "G01" code.  By defining in PMI "@G01/A" 
and creating an APP procedure called G01.APP, when a G01 code is 
encountered in the part program, the control executes the cycle G01.APP 
instead of activating linear interpolation (the standard definition of 
G01).  In order to achieve the original linear interpolation function, it 
is necessary to program a "G101". 

This means, all standard CNC software G-codes can also be commanded as the original value, 
+100 (G102 is the same as G02, G141 is the same as G41, etc.).  The root code (G02, G41, etc) 
can be redirected to run as a cycle instead of its standard function. 

Subroutine Call 
The subroutine call has the form: 
 
 (CLS,name[,arg,arg,...]) 
 

Subroutine Call Parameters 
name name of the subroutine 
arg’s the subroutine arguments, if any 

 
The call must contain the same number of arguments as defined in the (DFS) command of the 
subroutine, otherwise one of the error messages "Too few arguments" or "Too many arguments" 
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is displayed.  The arguments must appear in the order required by the subroutine.  The order 
should be documented in the subroutine using the (COM) command. 
If a dummy argument is passed in the calling list, it is assigned the value of undefined within the 
subroutine. 
 
Within the subroutine, the data passed as arguments are referenced as local variables.  There is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the passed arguments and the local variables.   

(DFS,SUB1,3)   ; define subroutine name, 3 arguments 
(COM,X COORD)   ; comment: 1st argument is X coordinate 
(COM,Z COORD)   ; comment: 2nd argument is Z coordinate  
(COM,FEEDRATE)  ; comment: 3rd argument is feedrate 
G00 G95 X%1 F%3  ; set rapid mode, IPR mode, rapid to X coordinate  
     ; passed in 1st argument set feedrate to 3rd  
     ; argument passed 
G01Z%2    ; rapid to Z position passed in 2nd argument 
(AV,%4 = %3 - 0.2)  ; calculate a value for local variable %4 
G00Z%4    ; move Z to calculated position 
(EDF)    ; end subroutine definition 
..... 
..... 
(CLS,SUB1,2.5,-7.6,.010) 
..... 

Within the subroutine: 
 
 1st argument (%1) = 2.5 
 2nd argument (%2) = -7.6 
 3rd argument (%3) = .010 
 
Note that %4 is a local variable but not an argument.  The subroutine has 
only 3 arguments as defined by the (DFS) command.  %4 is undefined until 
the (AV) command is executed.  The subroutine would execute as follows: 
 
G00 X2.5 F.010 
G01Z-7.6 
G00Z-7.8 
 
In this example the arguments were simply constants, but they could also be 
system, global or local variables or expressions.  For example: 
 
 (CLS, SUB1, $200, #5, %4) 
 
Here, the third argument, %4, is a local variable at the calling level, not 
a local variable of the subroutine.  The arguments may be input or output; 
however, an output may not be an expression. 

Cycle Call 
A cycle is called by simply programming the cycle G, M or T code with its required letter code 
argument values.  Only M and G codes not used by the executive should be used as cycles 
although there is nothing to prevent an APP cycle from replacing an executive M or G code.  M 
and G codes used by PMI should not be used as cycles. 
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The following G code cycle is equivalent to SUB1 in the previous section 
except that arguments are passed with letter codes. 

(DFC,G50,X,Z,F) 
(COM,X COORD) 
(COM,Z COORD) 
(COM,FEEDRATE) 
G00 G95 X%1 F%3 
G01 Z%2 
(AV,%4 = %3 - 0.2) 
G00 Z%4 
(EDF) 
..... 
..... 
G50 F.010 X2.5 Z-7.6  
..... 

For G code cycles, the arguments in the call are not required to be in any 
particular order as they are for subroutines.  Argument and local variable 
relationship is defined by the order of the arguments in the (DFC) command. 
 
1st argument (%1) X = 2.5 
2nd argument (%2) Z = -7.6  
3rd argument (%3) F = .010 
 
The execution sequence is the same as for SUB1.  As with subroutines, the 
arguments may be constants, variables or expressions; however they may only 
be inputs, not outputs. 
 
 G50 X$1[0] Y#5 Z%4 F2.5*#6 
 
Arguments for G code cycles may be omitted, resulting in its associated 
local variable being undefined.  If that local variable is used to define a 
letter code, the letter code is ignored in that block. 
 
 G50 X2.5 F.15 
 
 %1  =  2.5 (X) 
 %2  =  undefined since Z is not used in the call 
 %3  =  .15 (F) 
 
Since %2 is undefined, there is no Z motion.  However, X moves to its 
programmed position. 
 
It is important to note that cycle arguments are read in the standard 
format for the particular letter code.  Thus, if X has a 2.4 format, X as 
an argument also has a 2.4 format. 

Modal G Codes 
APP G code cycles are modal.  Once a G cycle has been executed by programming a G code, 
each successive block continues to execute the same cycle until a non-APP G code is 
programmed.   
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If a G85 cycle exists that performs a certain machining operation starting 
at the XZ coordinates passed in the block, the following blocks would 
repeat that sequence three times: 

N010 G85 X1 Z4 
N020 X2 Z5 
N030 X3 Z6.5 
N040 G1 
N050 XZ 

Blocks N020 and N030 are modal and repeat the G85 cycle.  Because block 
N040 contains a non-APP G code the modal G cycle is canceled.  Block N050 
therefore moves the axes to (0,0). 

Procedure Nesting 
Nesting of procedures is allowed to a level of 5 - a main program may call PROC1 (procedure 1) 
which calls PROC2 which calls PROC3 which calls PROC4 which calls PROC5.  The 
procedures may be any mix of subroutines and cycles.  There is no limit to the number of 
procedure calls at the same level.  Procedure nesting is independent of loop and IFT nesting. 

Procedure Rules 
The following rules must be observed when writing and calling procedures: 
 

1. All subroutines and cycles must be written in APP format; numbers are read as floating 
point. 

2. A cycle may call a subroutine.  Cycles may, but should not, be called from procedures. 
3. A G code cycle cannot call another G code cycle. 
4. An APP cycle block cannot contain another G or M code that is also a cycle. 

Unconditional Jump (GTO) 
The (GTO) command allows the program to skip forward to a block that begins with the N-code 
specified in the command. 
 
 (GTO,Nexpression) 
 

Unconditional Jump Parameters 
expression An integer (whole) number between 0 and 9999 

 
The block with sequence number Nexpression must come after the (GTO) command in the 
program.  Skipping backwards is not allowed.  Nexpression must be in the same program level as 
the (GTO).  The target N-code must be at the beginning of the block and contain a positive 
number between 0 and 9999.  If the target sequence number cannot be found an END OF FILE 
error is reported.  It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that expression evaluates to a 
number that can be found in the program. 

.... 
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(GTO,N0250) 
.... 
N0250 
.... 

Part Program Input/Output Codes  
The (DSP), (WRT) and (KEY) commands provide a means to create display messages to the 
screen, write data to a follow, and prompt the operator for an input.  

Display Text (DSP)  
The (DSP) command is used to display information on the APP display page.  The APP display 
page may be called up by the operator from the PROGRAM pull-down menu.  The form of the 
(DSP) command is: 
 
 (DSP,row,column,"format string"[,arg,arg,...][,attribute]) 
 

Display Text Parameters 
row The row of the start of the text 
column The column of the start of the text 
format 
string A combination of text and format control 

arg An optional expression(s) evaluated and displayed 

attribute 
A combination of foreground and background colors.  The attribute is optional, 
programmed as the last field of the command and has the following format: 
[foreground]/[background] 

 
The foreground and background colors are modal - that is, they remain in effect for all 
subsequent DSP commands until changed. 
 

Attribute Colors 
Identifier Color Identifier Color 

BL Black GR Green 
RE Red YE Yellow 
BU Blue CY Cyan (pale blue) 

MA Magenta 
(purple) WH White 

 
If either row or column is omitted the text is output starting at the current value.   

If global variable #4 has a value of -3. 

 (DSP,,,"Here it is %2", #4,WH/BU) 

Prints in white on blue: 
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 Here it is -3 

At the current cursor position. 

The format string must be enclosed in double quotes.  It consists of ordinary characters, control 
codes and, if arguments follow format string, format specifications.  There must be one format 
specification for each argument.  Ordinary characters (which may be upper or lower case) and 
control codes are output to the APP page in the order of their appearance.  A control code is used 
for cursor control and consists of a forward slash (\) followed by a character.  The following 
control codes are available with the (DSP) command: 
 

Display Control Codes 
\R position cursor to beginning of this line 
\N position cursor to beginning of next line 
\T move cursor to next tab location 
\C blank APP display and position cursor to beginning of first line 
\L clear to end of line 
\P force the APP message display for the operator to see 

(DSP,1,1,"\C\TLINE ONE\NLINE TWO\NLINE THREE",YE/BL) 

Prints in yellow on black: 

     LINE   ONE 
LINE TWO 
LINE THREE 

Tab markers are set every 5 characters at columns 6, 11, 16, 21 etc. 
 
If arguments follow the format string then the string must contain format specifications that 
describe how the arguments are to be displayed.  A format specification has the following form: 
 
 %ndp_before[.ndp_after] 
 
The first character must be the percent sign (%) - this has no connection with the symbol for 
local variable.  ndp_before is the number of digits to be displayed before the decimal point 
including a minus sign if one is expected.  This is followed by an optional decimal point and the 
number of decimal digits, ndp_after, to be displayed.  If the number is to be displayed as an 
integer both the decimal point and ndp_after would be omitted.   
 

Local variable #23 had a value of 25.78 and #7 was set to 1.672456. 

 (DSP,1,1,"Angle = %2.5   Radius = %2.4", #23/2, #7) 

displays the following text at the beginning of line 1 
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 Angle = _12.890   Radius =  1.6724 (where _ represents the space 
character) 

If the command was 

 (DSP,,,"Angle = %3   Radius = %1.6", #23/2) 

The display would be 

 Angle = __31   Radius = _1.672456  (at the current cursor position) 

The first character of a displayed number always is a blank or a minus sign depending on 
whether the value is positive or negative.  If the integer part of the number cannot fit the 
specified ndp_before, asterisks (*) are displayed for the entire field width.  Because a number 
can be displayed with a maximum of 7 significant digits any format that requires less than 7 
causes the number to be truncated.  Digits to the right are lost.   
 
Here is a sample of the format and display for the number -3.141592: 
 

Format Display 
%1.6 -3.141592 
%2.5 -_3.14159 
%1.4 -3.1415 
%1 -3 
%2. -_3. 
%3.0 -__3. 
%1.1 -3.1 
%0.4 -3.141592  (value too large for format) 

 
Although a specified format may not be big enough to contain the number (%0.4 in the TABLE 
above), APP always tries to display the value to seven significant digits to help the programmer 
spot mistakes. 

Wait for Operator Input (KEY) 
The (KEY) command is used to read operator input from the keyboard into specified variables.   
 
The form of the (KEY) command is: 
 
 (KEY,var) 
 

Wait for Operator Parameter 
Var A single or subscripted variable that must be Read-Write 
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The subscript can be an expression.  If only the return key is entered, the value of the variable is 
unchanged.  The part programmer is responsible for checking the validity of the entered number.  
Using (KEY) in conjunction with (DSP) allows a prompt to be displayed. 
 

 (DSP,10,1,"ENTER THE NUMBER OF HOLES: \P") 
 (KEY, #3) 

Displays the following at the beginning of line 10: 

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF HOLES: _ 

The cursor is positioned one space after the semicolon and program 
execution waits for a response to be entered from the keyboard.  The APP 
Display page must be active prior to entering the response otherwise the 
keys are ignored.  The "\P" in the DSP line forces the APP display page in 
the system to alert the operator that a response is needed.  The value is 
then entered by the operator followed by the return key and the value of 
the digits is stored in global variable 3.  If no digits are entered the 
variable #3 remains unchanged.  The programmer should check the entered 
value for legal range before continuing the program. 

Write Text to File (WRT) 
The (WRT) command allows writing data from a part program to a file on the CNC hard disk.  
The filename and path for writing the data is set in the SERIES8.INI file with the 
"APPWRITEFILE" directive.  The typical pathname used is: 
 
 C:\DOCUMENTS AND SETTINGS\SERIES 8 CNC\PROGRAMS\APPOUT.TXT 
   
The form of the (WRT) command is: 
 
 (WRT,"format string"[,arg,arg,...]) 
 

Write Text to File Parameters 
format string a combination of text and format control 
arg an optional expression(s) evaluated and displayed 

 
If arguments follow the format string then the string must contain format specifications that 
describe how the arguments are to be displayed.  A format specification has the following form: 
 
 %ndp_before[.ndp_after] 
 
The first character must be the percent sign (%) - this has no connection whatever with the 
symbol for local variable.  ndp_before is the number of digits to be displayed before the decimal 
point including a minus sign if one is expected.  This is followed by an optional decimal point 
and the number of decimal digits, ndp_after, to be displayed.  If the number is to be displayed as 
an integer both the decimal point and ndp_after would be omitted. 
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Local variable #23 had a value of 25.78 and #7 was set to 1.672456.   

 (WRT,"X axis position = %2.5   Y axis position = %2.4", $1, $2) 

Outputs one line of information to the write file: 

 X axis position = 4.890   Y axis position =  0.6724 

The following special characters can be inserted into the text string area to better format the data 
written to file: 
 

Display Control Codes 
\N position cursor to beginning of next line 
\T move cursor to next tab location 

M43.APP cycle, which writes the values of global variables #1-#50 to the 
APP write file: 

(DFS,M43) 
(FOR, %1=0,49)    ; FOR loop, from 0 to 49 
(AV,%2= %1 + 1)    ; %2 is always +1 of loop count 
(WRT,"%2 = %2.4\N",%2,#1[%1])  ; write %2 and global variable  
(ELP)      ; end of loop 
(EDF)      ; end of subroutine 

The output file would look like this: 

1 = 1.2345 
2 = 4.8764 
3 = 0.8876 
 . 
 . 
 . 
50 = 10.4653 

The "\N" causes a new line to be generated for each new output of a global 
variable. 

Probe Position Capture (PRB) 
The (PRB) command provides the fundamental ability to have the system react to triggering of 
the probe.  The format of the command is as follows: 
 
The form of the (PRB) command is: 
 
 (PRB, x, y) 
 

Probe Position Capture Parameter 
x type of probing operation 
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y probe state for the control to react 
 

Values for X 
0 stop axis motion when probe triggers, save position information* 
1 stop axis motion when probe triggers, do not save position information 

2 note current probe status (triggered or not triggered), and report error if status changes (error 
reported in APP system variable :121) 

3 cancel function where x=2 
* when position information is saved, it is stored in system variables :101-:106 (machine 
absolute position), and :111-116 (program zero relative position). 
 

Values for Y (when x = 0 or 1) 
0 react to probe when it triggers 
1 react to probe when it becomes not triggered 

 
Prior to using probe operations measure a part or a tool, it is necessary to calibrate the probe.  
This means the control creates a correction offset for each of the X+, X-, Y+, and Y- directions 
of motion.  The offsets are set during the calibration routine, where the probe measures a known 
diameter.  The calibration routine supplied with the SERIES 8 CNC probe function is called 
CALSPPRB.APP.  Besides setting up the probe calibration offsets, this routine sets the feedrates 
to be used for all subsequent probing operations.  Typical probing operations use two feedrates:  
the first feedrate is relatively fast to find the part surface; the second feedrate is relatively slow to 
back off the surface (the actual measurement of the surface is done during the back off move, at 
the slower feedrate).  Certain system variables which are maintained in non-volatile memory are 
reserved for the probing parameters: 
 

System Variables for Probe Parameters (:150 - :156) 
:150 fast feedrate used for initial approach in probing move 
:151 slow feedrate used for back off probing move to capture position 
:152 probe offset in the X+ direction 
:153 probe offset in the Y+ direction 
:154 probe offset in the X- direction 
:155 probe offset in the Y- direction 
:156 saved value of the probe calibrate ring diameter 

 
Note: When writing routines for probing that use X and Y moves, the position 

captured by the control must always be adjusted for the appropriate probe offset. 
 
The PRB command is programmed in a block prior to making the move that is expected to 
trigger the probe.  After this PRB command, the next axis move is looking for the probe to 
trigger, and the move is halted when the probe trigger is seen.  Note that the 'halted' move after a 
PRB block does not reach its final endpoint, as the endpoint of the move is adjusted to be 
wherever the probe triggered.  The next block in the program starts from this location. 
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Another system variable used in conjunction with the PRB command is: 
 

:120 If 1, then probe changed state during last move, otherwise 0 
 
With this command, the programmer can check at the end of a probing move whether or not the 
probe found the intended surface. 

Probing to an edge, then save position while backing off 

(PRB,1,0)  ; arm probe to stop when triggered, do not save data 
G01X5.F:150  ; move X to 5" at the fast probe feedrate 
(IFT,:120=0)  ; check if probe changed state during last move 
(GTO,N100)  ; probe did not change state, jump to fault message 
(EIF)   ; (continue from here if the probe changed state  on the 
    ; X5 move) 
(PRB,0,1)  ; arm probe to stop when un-triggered, save data 
G01G68X-1.F:151 ; move X negative 1" at slow probe feedrate* 
(IFT,:120=0)  ; check if probe changed state during last move 
(GTO,N100)  ; probe did not change state 
(EIF)   ; (continue from here if probe changed state during last 
    ; move) 
(AV,#1=:101+:152) ; set global variable #1 equal to the measured edge of 
    ; the X- axis (:101 is the probed position for X, :152 
    ; is the offset from the edge of the probe to the center 
    ; of the probe)  

*For probe back off moves (and often for the initial probing move), it is 
common to make the move in incremental mode.  G68 is the non-modal code to 
make this move in incremental.  Since the first move into the part caused 
the axis to stop before reaching the X5 dimension, the programmer does not 
know at this point where the X-axis actually is.  By making an incremental 
back off move, the program position of the X-axis does not matter. 

Special Procedures:  START.APP and END.APP 
There are two special APP procedure calls built in to the SERIES 8 CNC.  These procedures run 
at the start and end of every execution of a part program.  They provide a unique capability to 
perform certain standard functions that are needed for every program, and save the need for the 
programmer to build these functions in every program. 
 
For example, at the end of every program, it may be desired to turn off the spindle, turn off all 
coolants, and move the axes to a known position for part unloading. 
 
When a part program is started with CYCLE START, the routine "START.APP" is 
automatically called; subsequently when the M30 end of program code is executed, the routine 
"END.APP" is automatically called. 
 
The START.APP and END.APP procedures must exist in one of the APP directories (user or 
OEM), or else a fault occurs when the part program executes.  The routines themselves may have 
a 'dummy' function. 
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The format of these procedures is slightly different than standard APP subroutines: 
 

1.  The START.APP and END.APP routines do not have an initial (DFS) block, and they 
must have the ending (EDF) block. 

2.  These routines cannot have parameters passed to them. 
3.  The END.APP must contain an M30 code for official designation of end of program.  

(Note that the programmer's code of M30 actually causes the routine END.APP to be 
executed, and then within the END.APP routine, another M30 must be executed for the 
true end of program). 

 
The minimum requirement for these cycles to run as 'dummy' cycles is as follows: 
 
START.APP 
 
 (EDF) 
 
END.APP 
 
 M30 
 (EDF) 

Typical usages of these routines may be as follows: 

START.APP 
 
 G00G69Z0       ; retract Z axis 
 (EDF) 
 
END.APP 
 
 G00G69Z0  ; retract Z axis 
 M05   ; stop spindle 
 M09   ; coolant off 
M30 
 (EDF) 

APP Error Messages 
APP Error Messages 

Message Possible Cause 
Invalid APP command or command syntax. APP command error 
No comma where required after command name 
Improper Procedure Name Procedure loading error 
Procedure file or syntax error 

Program file error Procedure has no (EDF) 
Improper structure (IFT), (WHL), (FOR), (GTO) structure improper 
Loop error Loops nested too deeply 
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(ELP) without a (FOR) or (WHL) 
Too many procedure nests Illegal sequence number 
More than five levels of procedure nesting attempted 

Invalid procedure name Too many characters or invalid character 
Too many/few arguments Different number of arguments than specified in (DFS) 
Invalid procedure argument Referenced argument not defined 

G cycle cannot call another G cycle Illegal cycle call 
(DFC) M, G or T does not match that of cycle call 

Procedure definition error (DFS) or (DFC) encountered without corresponding call 
Invalid Variable Specified variable does not exist 
Variable is Read-Only Attempt to change Read-Only variable 
Too many local variables  
Illegal system variable value  
Expression Error Invalid expression 
Command not allowed in MDI  
Unbalanced parentheses  
Divide by zero error  
Invalid argument for LOG function  
Invalid argument for SQR function  
Row or column out of range  
DSP or PRN format error  
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